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As finite state models to represent a discrete optimization problem given in 
the form of an r-ddp (recursive discrete decision process), three subclasses 
of r-msdp (recursive monotone sequential decision process) are introduced in 
this paper. They all have a feature that the functional equations of dynamic 
programming hold and there exists an algorithm (in the sense of the theory 
of computation) to obtain the set of optimal policies. (In this sense, we may call 
them solvable classes of discrete dynamic programming.) Besides the algorithms 
for obtaining optimal policies, two types of representations are extensively 
studied for each class of r-msdp’s. Other related decision problems are also 
discussed. It turns out that some of them are solvable while the rest of them are 
unsolvable. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
After the Bellman’s characterization of dynamic programming [I] through 
the use of “principle of optimality,” numerous efforts have been made to put 
the theory on more rigorous mathematical basis (Mitten [23], Schreider [27], 
Nemhauser [25], Denardo [9], Denardo and Mitten [lo], Karp and Held [20], 
Elmaghraby [13], Bonzon [4], Ibaraki [17, 18, 191 and so forth). In particular, 
Karp and Held [20] made clear the relation between a discrete decision 
process (ddp) (a ddp is a general model of a discrete deterministic optimiza- 
tion problem) and a finite-state monotone sequential decision process (msdp) 
(a finite-state model to which the well-known functional equations of dynamic 
programming is applicable) by making use of the automata theory. Ibaraki 
[17] further refined the concepts introduced by Karp and Held, and defined 
various subclasses of msdp’s. 
It is felt, however, that these models are too general to discuss decision 
problems (in the sense of the theory of computation) such as “is there a 
general algorithm to decide whether an arbitrarily given ddp can be repre- 
sented by an msdp (i.e., whether the dynamic programming is applicable 
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to a given ddp) I”, “ is there a general algorithm to obtain an optimal policy ?” 
and so forth. Therefore, models are further restricted in Ibaraki [18] by 
adding conditions that the cost function of the process takes on only integral 
values and furthermore it is a recursive function (i.e., the cost value of each 
policy is computable in a finite number of steps). With these new models, 
various decision problems are investigated in [18] and most of them are 
proved to be undecidable (i.e., no general algorithms exist to solve them). 
From the practical point of view, this is quite inconvenient because it in 
particular implies that no general solution method exists even if a problem is 
represented by an msdp (i.e., the functional equations of dynamic program- 
ming are obtained). 
To get around this difficulty, three subclasses of msdp’s are newly intro- 
duced in this paper. They all have a distinguished feature that there exists an 
algorithm to obtain all optimal policies for an arbitrarily given decision 
process in these classes. These subclasses are respectively named r-lmsdp, 
r-smsdp and r-pmsdp. r-lmsdp may be considered as a generalization of 
multistage discrete decision processes, and r-smsdp and r-pmsdp as general- 
izations of shortest path problems in one way or another. 
For each of the above subclasses of msdp’s, this paper first discusses two 
types of representation theorems (w-representation and s-representation), 
i.e., necessary and sufficient conditions for a ddp to be represented by an 
msdp in that class, and then presents algorithms to obtain all optimal pohcies 
and one optimal policy respectively. Other related decision problems are also 
investigated. Some of them are decidable, while others are not. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
Assume that a discrete optimization problem is originally given in the 
form of a discrete decision process (ddp) Y (Z, S, f) defined as follows, 
2 is a finite nonempty set of primitive decisions (alphabet). .Z* denotes 
the set of all policies (strings) obtained by concatenating finite primitive 
decisions in 2. E stands for the null policy (string), i.e., (VX E EC”) 
(XE = EX = x). SC Z* is a set of feasible policies. f: S+ E, where E is 
the set of real numbers. f  is called the cost function. 
A policy x E L’:* is feasible if x E S, and optimal if x E S A (Vy E S) (f(x) < 
f(y)). The set of optimal policies of Y is denoted by O(Y). 
A recursive discrete decision process (r-ddp) Z is a ddp with the additional 
restrictions that (1) S is regular (see the definition of a finite automaton 
below); (2) f(x) t a k es on only integral values for x E S; and (3) f: ,Z* + 2 
(2 is the set of integers) is a partial recursive function on Z* with 
dom( f) (- {x ) j(x) is defined}) = S. Here f  : Z* -+ 2 is a partial recursive 
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function if f’: Z+2 -+ Z+ a (2, is the set of nonnegative integers, and 
Z+2 = 2, x Z+) defined by f’(p(gn(x))) = q(f(x)) is a partial recursive 
function in the ordinary sense (see for example Davis [S]). (Roughly speaking, 
a partial recursive function is a function whose value can be evaluated in a 
finite number of (computational) steps for any x in its domain. A (computa- 
tional) step may be interpreted as the execution of one computer instruction.) 
Here, gn: Z* --f Z is the Godel numbering1 and v, a one-to-one mapping 
from Z to Z+2, is given by 
A jinite automaton (fa) M is the system (Q, Z, p0 , h, QF) where Q: a finite 
nonempty set of states; rC: a finite nonempty alphabet; qO EQ: an initial 
state; h: Q x C -+ Q is a state transition function; and QF C Q: a set of final 
states. h can be extended to Q x LY* +Q inductively by 
(Vq EQ) (Vx E z*) (Vu E z:> Nq, 4 = q A 4q, 4 = Wq, -4, a)). 
x(x) = X(qO , x) is used for convenience. F(M) = {x 1 x(x) EQ~} is the set of 
strings accepted by M. B C Z* is said regular if there exists an fa M with 
F(M) = B. Throughout this paper we assume that any q EQ of M satisfies 
(3x E Lz*> (X(x) = q) since q E Q satisfying (Vx E Z*) (x(x) # q) can be 
deleted from Q without affecting F(M). Details of fa’s are discussed in [26, 
15, 161 and in other textbooks. Some properties will be reviewed in Section 4. 
A (finite-state) sequential decision process (sdp) 17 is the system (M, h, &,) 
where M: an fa (Q, Z’, q,, , /\, Qr); h: E x Q x Z -+ Q, the cost function; and 
&, E E: an initial cost value of the initial state qO . h can be extended to 
h: E XQ x P-+Eby 
(VS E E) (vq EQ) W E z*) (Vu E z> (KC, q, c) = E A 4&q, x4 
= h(h(t, q, 4, 4s 4, 4). 
The notation h(x) E h(& , q,, , ) x is used throughout this paper for conve- 
nience. The set of feasible policies of II is given by F(n) = F(M), and the 
set of optimal policies of 17 by O(I7) = {x E F(n) 1 (Vy E F(I7)) (h(x) <h(y))}. 
An sdp can be considered as a general model of discrete deterministic decision 
processes with finite states. 
1 The GBdel numbering GN was originally defined as a one-to-one mapping from 
the set of strings of nonnegative integers Z+ * to the set of positive integers, such that 
GN(x = jlj2 *a. j,) = I$=, P,(i)fi where Pr(i) denotes the ith prime [S]. The 
above gn : .E* + Z is defined by gn E GN . 6 where 6 : Z* + Z,* satisfies 
8(x = (11(12 ... ak) = &a,) 8(a,) ... s(a,) and 6 1 Z (the restriction to Z) is a one-to-one 
mapping: E + Z+ . 
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A recursive sequential decision process (r-sdp) II is an sdp with restrictions 
that (1) h takes on only integral values, i.e., h: 2 x Q x JY -+ 2, and (2) h is a 
partial recursive function with dam(h) 3 Lfl , where 
Lu f  ((h(x), X(x), a) / x E Z*, a E Z}. 
The partial recursiveness of h is defined in a manner similar tofof an r-ddp Y. 
h: 2 x Q x JY + 2 is a partial recursive function if h’: 2+4 + Z+z defined by 
h’(v([), y(q), S(a)) = y(h([, q, a)) is a partial recursive function with 
dom(h’) = {(p(E), y(q), 8(a)) 1 (6, q, a) E dam(h)} in the ordinary sense [8]. 
Here v is defined above, and y: Q + Z+ ,6: z -+ Z+ are one-to-one mappings 
(codings) with y(Q) n 6(z) = 4. It is obvious that h of any r-sdp 
IT = (M, h, &,) satisfies dam(h) = C*. Th us, h is a (total) recursive function 
on .E*. (This implies that the cost value h(x) for any policy x E L’* is com- 
putable in a finite number of steps.) 
If h of an sdp l7 = (M, h, 5,) satisfies 
(Vtl , & E E) 0% EQ) (Va E 3 (fl < t2 => h(t, ,q, a) < h(L , q, a)), 
h is said monotone and 17 is called a monotone sdp (msdp). Of course, 
h: monotone o (Vfl , 4, E E) 0% E Q) (vx E z*) (5, d Ez * h(& > q, 4 
< h(& , q, 4). 
In particular, h(x) < I;(y) * (Vx E 2*) (h(xz) < Ii(y 
If h of an r-sdp 17 = (M, h, fO) satisfies 
(WI ,q, 4, (6, , q, a) ELD) 65, d t2 * h(& , 4, a) < h(L , q, a)>, 
h is said monotone and II is called a monotone r-sdp (r-msdp). 
For an r-msdp Lr = (M, h, &,), it is known that the following functional 
equations of dynamic programming hold (see [20, 181). 
H(qo) = minIto , mWW(q’), q’, a) I W, a) = qo)l, 
H(q) = mW@(q’), q’, a) I h(q’, a) = 4) for 4 f q. , 
(1) 
where 
and 
(Vq’ E Q) (Va E Z) (h( - co, q’, a) = -GO) 
is assumed. Here - co is a special symbol smaller than any 6 E Z. If we could 
solve the set of functional equations (I), 
miWi(d I 4 E QPI (2) 
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gives the value of optimal policies of II. (If min{H(q) / q E QF) = -20, no 
optimal policy exists.) It is known that similar functional equations also hold 
for an msdp [20]. Thus an r-msdp or an msdp may be considered as a general 
model of sequential decision processes to which the method of dynamic 
programming is applicable. 
Three subclasses of r-msdp’s are now introduced. Let 17 = (M, h, &) be 
an r-msdp. 17 is a loop-free r-msdp (r-lmsdp) if F(n) is a finite set. n is a 
strictly monotone r-sdp (r-smsdp) if h of II satisfies 
17 is a positively monotone r-sdp (r-pmsdp) if h of 17 satisfies 
(W 4, 4 E&z) (45 4,4 3 5). 
sz,d, is defined by %dp = {o(n) / nis an sdp). %sdp , Qmsdp , %msdp , 
Qr-l,@jP , Qr-smsdp , and &pm&, are similarly defined. 
Consider a ddp (or r-ddp) Y = (2, S, f) and an sdp (or r-sdp) 
A! = (M, h, 6). 17 zoeakly represents (w-represents) Y if O(n) = n(Y) holds. 
n strongly represents (s-represents) Y if F(n) = S A (Vx E S) (h(X) =f(X)). 
Two sdp’s (or r-sdp’s) n, = (n/l, , h, , t,,i) and 17, = (Ms , h, , &,) are 
weakly equivalent (w-equivalent) if O(17,) = O(&). n1 and I7, are strongly 
equivalent (s-equivalent) if F(.R,) = F(17,) A (Vx E F(.HJ) (It,(x) = t;z(x)). 
The w-representation, s-representation, w-equivalence and s-equivalence are 
similarly defined for other classes of sdp’s. 
3. FURTHER DEFINITIONS AND REVIEW OF EARLIER RESULTS 
This section gives further definitions and some results obtained in the 
earlier papers [17, 181. We will use them in the subsequent discussions. 
Let R be an equivalence relation on I!*. R is right invariant if 
(‘ix, y E Z*) (xRy =S (‘dz E 2*) (xzRyz)). F or equivalence relations R and T, 
T rejines R if (Vx, y E Z*) (xTy 3 xRy), and this is denoted by T < R. 
Let BC LY*. If (Vx, YE Z*) (xRy * ( x E B o y E B)), then R re$ines B. 
For B C Z* and an equivalence relation R, B/R denotes the set of equivalence 
classes of B under R. Now A(B) stands for the set of right invariant equiva- 
lence relations which refine B C Z*. In particular, A(Z*) denotes the set of 
right invariant equivalence relations. 
Let R, , K E K, where K is a set of indices, be equivalence relations on Z*. 
R =AkoK RI, is defined by (Vx, y E Z*) (xRy o (VA E K) (xRgy)). Obviously 
R E A(z*) if (Vk E K) (R, E A(,?Y*)), and R refines B C LY* if (5% E K) 
(R, refines B). 
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For B C .Z*, define the equivalence relation R, on Z* by 
(Vx, y E E*) (xR,y o (Vz E Z*) (xx E B oyz E B)). 
Note that this is equivalent to saying that xR,y o (x\B = y\B), where 
w\B = {z j wz E B}. The notation A\B, A, B C .Z*, will also be used in the 
subsequent discussion, where A\B = (y 1 (3x E A) (xy E B)}. 
PROPOSITION 3.1 [17]. (A(B), >)forms a complete sublattice of(A(Z*), 2) 
with the universal upper bound R, and the universal lower bound I (the identity 
relation: (Vx, y E Z*) (xly o x = y)). For PC A(B), the g.1.b. of all R E P 
is given by&,, R. 
A subset of A(B), A,(B), is particularly important in automata theory, 
where2 A,(B) = {R E A(B) 1 1 Z*/R / < co}. The next proposition is funda- 
mental. 
PROPOSITION 3.2 [26]. A,(B) is nonempty zf and only zf B is regular. 
Furthermore, each Ci E .Z*/R, is regular if B is regular. 
Now for T E A,(B), let Q = {[C,] 1 Ci E Z*/T} and define /\: Q x Z-t Q 
by h([x], a) = [~a] for any x E Z* and a E Z, where [x] denotes the state 
[C,] E Q such that x E Ci . Let q,, = [cl. The resulting fa M = (Q, 2, qO , /\, QF) 
(PI; is not explicitly specified) is called the standard construction of T. 
PROPOSITION 3.3 [26, 201. Let M = (Q, 2, q0 , X, QF) be the standard 
construction of T E A,(B). Then (i) (Vx, y E Z*) (x(x) = x(y) o xTy), 
(ii) if we let QF = {[C,] 1 Ci E BIT}, then F(M) = B. Conversely, let T be 
defined for an fa M = (Q, 2, qo , h, QF) by (Vx, y E Z*) (xTy o x(x) = x(y)), 
then T E AF(F(M)) and M is the standard construction of T. 
Finally we give the next result proved in [17]. It is conveniently used in 
showing the existence of an r-msdp satisfying certain conditions. 
PROPOSITION 3.4 [17]. Let h’: Z’* + 2 be a recursive function. Then there 
exists an r-msdp I7 = (M, h, 4,) satisfying (i) (Vx E Z*) (h(x) = h’(x)) and 
(ii) M is the standard construction of T E A,(Z*), if and only zf there exists 
T E Ar(Z1*) such that 
(kc, y E Z*) (xTy A h’(x) < h’(y) * (Vz E Z*) (K&z) < h’(p))). 
’ For a set A, 1 A 1 denotes the cardinality of A. 
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4. FINITE AUTOMATA AND REGULAR EXPRESSIONS 
Before proceeding to main subjects of this paper, we will give a sketch of 
properties of finite automata. 
The regular expression was proposed by Kleene [21] as a convenient tool 
to represent a regular set. It is defined as follows: 
(1) a E Z, the null string E E Z* and the empty set 4 are regular 
expressions respectively.3 
(2) If P and Q are regular expressions, so are PQ, P u Q and P*. 
(3) P is a regular expression if and only if it follows from a finite 
number of applications of rules (1) and (2). 
For a regular expression P, {P} denotes the set in E* represented by P. It is 
defined as follows: 
(4 PQ> = {PI {Q> (= {XY I x E P> A Y E {Q>>), 
(ii) V’ u Q> = P> u {Q>, 
(iii) {P*} = UT=,, {Pi}, where PO = E and P” = PPk-l. 
For example, ((0 U I)* (000) (0 U l)*} denotes the set of all strings with 
three consecutive O’s and {(O*lO*l O*)*} d enotes the set of all strings with 
even number of 1’s. 
PROPOSITION 4.1 [21]. B C Z* is regular if and only if there exists a regular 
expression P such that B = {P}. 
There are of course nonregular sets. For example, {aibj j j > i > 0} is 
not regular. 
By Proposition 4.1, we see that there are two methods to represent a regular 
set B: finite automaton M with F(M) = B and regular expression P with 
{P} = B. 
Many decision problems relating to finite automata are known to be 
solvable (i.e., there exist algorithms to solve them.) 
PROPOSITION 4.2 [6, 7, 22, 26, 51. There exist algorithms 
(a) to obtain a regular expression P such that (P} = F(M), for an fa M, 
(b) to obtain an fa M such that F(M) = {PI, for a regular expression P, 
(c) to decide whether A = B for regular sets A and B (represented by 
jinite automata or by regular expressions), 
3 PE = EP = P and Pc# = +P = 4 hold for any regular expression P. 
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(d) to decide whether a regular set B is empty, Jinite or in$nite, 
(e) to decide whether A n B = 4 or not, for regular sets A and B, 
(f) to obtain regular sets Ci , i = 1, 2 ,..., n, such that 
F/R, = {C, , C, ,..., C,} 
for a regular set B (i.e., R, is computable), 
(g) t d d h th o eci e w e er x E .Z:* belongs to a regular set B or not. 
By (a) and (b) above, it is not important whether a regular set is repre- 
sented by a finite automaton or by a regular expression. Since the regular 
expression is usually more suited for the intuitive understanding of character- 
istics of a regular set, however, we will give a regular expression rather than a 
finite automaton, whenever it is required to represent a regular set. 
An algorithm of (a) will be sketched below without proof. Other algorithms 
and their proofs are omitted. 
Let M = (Q, Z, q,, , h, QF) be an fa with Q = {us , q1 ,..., p,}. Let Pi be a 
regular expression satisfying 
ipi) = Ix I x(x) = Si>, i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Furthermore, let Aij be regular expressions defined by 
(A,} = u ia E 2 I A(qi 3 a> = qj>. 
Then the following regular-expression equations hold: 
PO = c P,A,, u E 
i=O 
PI = i, P,A,, 
i=O 
(3) 
P, = ij PiAin . 
i=O 
These equations are solved by repeated applications of the rule 
X = BA* is a solution of equation X = XA u B. 
After solving (3), a regular expression P satisfying {P} =F(M) is given by 
(4) 
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EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider an fa M = (Q, Z, Q,, , h, QF) where Q = (4s , ql}, 
,Z = {a, b) and h, QF are given by Fig. 1. From Fig. 1, we obtain A, = a, 
A,, = b, A,, = 4, A,, = a u b. Therefore the regular expression equations 
(3) are 
PO = P,a U PI+ V E, 
PI = P,b u P&z u 6). 
a,b 
cu3 90 b 91 
FIG. 1. Transition diagram of a finite automaton with two states (Example 4.1). 
By letting A = a and B = (PI+ u l ) in the first equation, we obtain 
PO = (PI4 u c) a* = Hz* = a*. 
Substituting this into the second equation yields 
PI = a*b u P&z u b). 
By letting A = (a U b) and B = a*b in the second equation, we obtain 
PI = a*b(a u b)*. 
Since QF = {qr}, we have F(M) = {PI}. 
5. PROPERTIES OF AN r-lmsdp 
Although the class of r-lmsdp’s is a very restricted subclass of r-msdp’s 
(see the definition in Section 2), many discrete optimization problems 
encountered in practical applications are represented as r-lmsdp’s. So-called 
multistage discrete decision processes are typical examples. Most of msdp’s 
discussed in [20] are also r-lmsdp’s. 
The w- and s-representation theorems for an r-lmsdp are extremely 
simple and easy to apply. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let Y = (Z, S,f) be a ddp (or r-ddp) with U = O(Y). 
Then Y is w-representable by an r-lmsdp if and only if U is finite. 
Proof. Necessity. Let II be an r-lmsdp w-representing Y. F(17) is finite 
by definition. By O(n) CF(17) we have the finiteness of U (= O(D)). 
Suficiency. U is a regular set since it is finite. Let A4 = (Q, Z, q,, , A,&,) 
be an fa with F(M) = U. Define an r-msdp 17 by 17 = (M, h, &) where 
(V[ E 2) (Vq E Q) (Va E C) (h(E, q, a) = [) and & = 0. Obviously, 
O(17) = F(D) = F(M) = U holds. Moreover, n is an r-lmsdp since 
IUl<co. 
The next 
Q.E.D. 
theorem summarizes the closure properties of S;)r-lmsdp . 
THEOREM 5.2. Let U, V E &lmsdp . Then (1) Un V, (2) Uu V, 
(3) uv, (4) UR (= {xR 1 x E U} where xR = aka,-, ..* a1 for x = ala2 ... a, , 
aiE J?, (5) g(U) where g is a homomorphism (see [16] for the de$nition), 
(6) W’ (= {x I (3~ E V (XY E UN and (7) min U (= (x E U 1 no proper 
prejti of x E U}) also belong to &-lm8dp , respectively. However, (8) 
g (= Z* - U) does not belong to 1(2r-lmsdp . 
Proof. Obvious from the fact U E &-imsdp o U: finite, proved in 
Theorem 5.1. Q.E.D. 
Now we turn to the s-representation by an r-lmsdp. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let Y = (2, S, f) be an r-ddp. Then Y is s-representable by 
an r-lmsdp if and only if S is$nite. 
Proof. Necessity. Obvious from the definition of an r-lmsdp. 
Su@z&y. Let W = {x E Z* ] (3y E Z*) (xy E S)}. The finiteness of W 
follows from the finiteness of S. If  S = 4, Y is s-represented by any r-lmsdp 
n with F(17) = 4. Th us, assume S # 4. Let M(Q, 2, qO, A, QF) be the fa 
given by& = {[xl I x E W} u {qcl}, q,, = [c] (note that E E W), QF = {[xl I x E S} 
and 
%zd ,a) = qd . 
(qcl works as a dead state.) Obviously F(M) = S and each state [x] of M 
except for qd satisfies 
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Based on this ill, define r-msdp II = (M, h, tab) by 
” = I”,,<) 
if E I & 
if E E s, 
‘(~’ [‘I’ ‘> = I”,,~~, 
if xa f= 8, if xa E S, 
45, qd , a) = 0 for all a E .Z. 
This 17 s-represents Y. II is furthermore an r-lmsdp since F(n) = F(M) = S 
is a finite set. Q.E.D. 
The r-lmsdp II constructed in proofs of Theorems 5.1 and 5.3 are not 
necessarily minimal (i.e., with the fewest states). The minimization of 
r-lmsdp’s as well as r-smsdp’s and r-pmsdp’s will be discussed elsewhere [19]. 
6. ALGORITHM TO OBTAIN OPTIMAL POLICIES OF AN r-lmsdp 
Let 17 = (AZ, h, to) b e an r-lmsdp. We will give an algorithm which tells 
whether O(n) = 4 or not and gives all optimal policies of 17 in case O(n) # C$ 
holds. 
Note that we can assume without loss of generality that fa 
M = (Q, z: qo , A QF) 
has exactly one dead state qd such that (VX $ IV) (x(x) = qd), where W was 
defined in the proof of Theorem 5.3. In other words, qd satisfies 
w E z*> NPd > 4 6 QF) an cl no other state satisfies this condition. (If there 
is more than one dead state qdr such that (Vx E C*) (h(q,‘, x) $ QF), we can 
coalesce them into one.) Furthermore, note that we assume 
(‘Q E 8) (3% E z*) (%x) = 4, 
as mentioned in Section 2. 
Since F(II) is finite by definition, there exists no x E P, x # E, satisfying 
Nq, 4 = q for q E Q - h& Th e name “loop-free” comes from this property. 
This makes it possible to number states in Q so that 
(9 Q = ho , q1 ,..., qn}, where q. is the initial state, 
(ii) qn = qd (the dead state), 
(iii) (Vi, j E (0, I,..., n}) (i < j * (Vx E Z*) (X(q, , x) =# qi)) 
may hold. 
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As a result of condition (iii) above, the functional equations of dynamic 
programming (1) in Section 2 are simplified as follows: 
%J = 5” 
G(qJ = min@(G(qd, i , a> IYqt ,a> = qj A i <j>, j = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1, 
(5) 
where G(q) = min{h(x) j x(x) = q}. (Note that H(q) > -cc holds since 
{X 1 X(X) = q} is finite for q # qd . Thus, it is possible to consider G(q) in 
place of H(q) of functional equations (1)). Furthermore, 
min{W) I q E QF) (6) 
gives the value of optimal policies of 17. The functional equations (5) can be 
iteratively solved by calculating G(q,) forj = 0, 1, 2,..., n - 1 in this order. 
The next algorithm gives all optimal policies of r-lmsdp 17. During the 
computation, a label (G(q), X(q)) . is constructed for each state q. G(q) is 
defined above and X(q) stores {x E Z* 1 X(X) = q A h(x) = G(q)}. 
Algorithm to Obtain all Optimal Policies of r-lmsdp 17 with n + 1 states 
Step 1. Let G(q,) = &, and X(q,) = {E}. Let j = 1 and go to Step 2. 
Step 2. Ifj = n, go to Step 3; otherwise let 
G(s) = min{h(G(qJ, qi , 4 I h(q, ,a) = qj A i < j> 
(7) 
X(q,) = U G%z& I Yq, > 4 = qj A h(%ih qi > 4 = GM). 
Increase j by one and return to Step 2. (X(q& denotes the set 
@a I x E -wli)~.> 
Step 3. If QF = +, then O(17) = 4. Otherwise let 
G* = min{G(qj) / qi EQ~}. 
Then G* is the value of optimal policies of 17, and 
Terminate. 
O(n) = U GYq,) I qi E QF A WA = G*l- 
The validity of this algorithm is obvious. This proves the next theorem. 
THEOREM 6.1. The above procedure terminates in a finite number of steps 
(hence an algorithm) for any r-lmsdp II, and gives O(n) upon termination. 
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COROLLARY 6.2. For any r-lmsdp 17 with n + 1 states, the above algorithm 
requires n - 1 operations of calculating (7). This involves 
(I Q I . I z I - I {(Q, 4 I % 4 = cdl) 
evaluations of functions h(G(q), q, a). 
Proof. The first part is obvious. The second part follows since 
h(G(qi), qi , a) is evaluated in (7) only once for each transition A(q, , a) if 
h(9i y 4 Z qd . Q.E.D. 
When only one of optimal policies O(n) is required for O(n) # 4, the 
above algorithm is slightly simplified. Namely, the second equation in (7) of 
Step 2 can be replaced by X(9,) = X(qi) a for some pi such that 
%t , a) = qj A h(GW qi , a) = G(qd, and an optimal policy is given in 
Step 3 by X(qj) for any qj satisfying qi E QF A G(q,) = G*. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Consider an r-lmsdp II given in Fig. 2. States are already 
numbered so that conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) in the above discussion may 
hold. In Step 1, G(q,) = 0 (= &) and X(q,,) = (c} are obtained. For 
j = 1,2, 3, the computation proceeds as follows: 
j= 1: %J = 1, -Yd = {a> 
j = 2: G(q,) = 1, -%sz) = h4 
j=3: GW = 0, x(qJ = -Wh> b U -VqJ a = haa, 4. 
Thus 
G* = min{G(qj) 1 j = 2,3} = 0, and O(n) = X(9,) = {aaa, ah}. 
h: 
FIG. 2. r-lmsdp of Example 6.1. 
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7. PROPBRTIBS OF AN r-smsdp 
This section discusses w- and s-representations of an r-ddp Y by an 
r-smsdp and other related topics. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let Il = (M(Q, Z, q0 , A, QF), h, 6) be an r-smsdp. 
Assume that x E O(n). Then for any q such that x = yz A y, z E Z* A x(y) = q, 
G(q) = min(&w) 1 x(w) = q} 
exists (i.e., inf{yw) 1 x(w) = q} # co, -co), and moreover h(y) = G(q) 
holds. 
Proof. First, inf{yw) / x(w) = q} < h(y) # co holds. Next, if 
inf(lt(w) 1 X(w) = q) = - co, there exists y’ E Z* such that 
4Y’> = 8,) A 4Y’) < YY>. 
This implies 
(VW E sZ*) (x(y’w) = ii A h(y’w) = h(h(y’), x(y’), w) 
-=c W(y), %Y>, 4 = I) 
a X( y  ‘z) = A( yz) = X(x) A I;( y’z) < I;( yz) = h(x), 
since II is an r-smsdp. This contradicts the assumption that x E O(n). Thus, 
G(q) exists for all q = x(y) such that x = yz E O(n). Next assume that 
4~) > G(q), where A(Y) = q A x = yz E O(n). Then for y’ E Z* such that 
@y’) = x(y) A h(y’) = G(q), I;(y’z) < /?(~a) holds. This also contradicts 
x = yz E o(n). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let Y = (Z, S, f) be a ddp (OY r-ddp) with U = O(Y). 
Y is w-representable by an r-smsdp (i.e., U E SZr-smsdg) if and only if U is 
regular. 
Proof. Necessity. Since U = 4 is regular, we assume that U # 4. 
Let lI be an r-smsdp 17 = (M(Q, 2, q0 , A, QF), h, &) satisfying O(n) = U. 
Then U # 4 * (3q E QF) (Vx SF(U)) (G(q) (= G*) < h(x)). Now define an 
fa M’ = (Q’, Z, q0 , X’, Q/): Q’ = Qo u {qd}, where Q, = {q EQ 1 G(q) exists} 
and qd is a dead state (note that q0 E QG because U # +), 
Q)FI={qlqEQGnQFAG(q)=G*} 
(QF’ is not empty by assumption), and A’ is defined by 
otherwise. 
X(q, 4 = 7 A 4, y  EQG A h(G(q), q, a) = G(r), 
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It is then obvious that M’ accepts x E Z* (i.e., x’(x) EQ~‘) if and only if 
A(x) EQ~ A h(x) = G* A (Vy E Z*) (x = yz A h(y) = q z- h(y) = G(q)) 
hold. Thus, U (= O(n)) = {x 1 x’(x) cQF’} = F(M) by Proposition 7.1, 
and, hence, U is regular. 
Suficiency. The r-msdp I7 constructed for a regular set U in the proof of 
the sufficiency of Theorem 5.1 is also an r-smsdp. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 7.3. Let Ii’ be an r-smsdp with n states. Then there exists an 
fa M satisfring that (i) F(M) = O(D) and (ii) M has at most 72 + 1 states in 
case M ha-s a dead state and at most n states in case M has no dead state. 
Proof. Obvious since M’ constructed in the proof of the necessity of 
Theorem 7.2 has at most n + 1 states and satisfies F(M’) = O(n). If M’ 
has no dead state (i.e., (Vx E Z*) (x’(x) # qd)), qd EQ’ can be deleted from 
Q’ without changing F(M’). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7.4. Let UC Z* be regular. Then there exists an r-smsdp 17 
which satis$es not only O(n) = U but also F(n) = Z*. 
Proof. Assume that U # 4. Let T E AF(U) and M = (Q, 2, q,, , A, QF) 
be the standard construction of T with QF = Q (thus F(M) = Z*). Let 
Qr,, = {[C,] 1 Ci E U/T}. Define an r-smsdp n = (M, h, .$,,) as follows: 
Thus, O(n) = {X E 2* / I;(X) = 0} = {X E 2* 1 X(x) E Qu} = U. If U = 4, let 
fl = (WQ, 2, qo, A, QF), h, 5,) be an r-smsdp with Q = {qo), 
(Va E 2) (A(% , a) = qo), QF = Q, (V5 E 2) (Vu E 2) (h(E, q. , a) = 5 - I) and 
4, = 0. Then F(I7) = .Z* and O(l7) = 4. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7.5. Let U, VE CJrdsrnsdp . Then (1) U n V, (2) U u V, (3) D, 
(4) UV, (5) UR, (6) g(U), (7) U/V and (8) min U also belong to C&smsdp . 
Proof. It is known that the class of regular sets is closed under these 
operations (for example [26, 161). Q.E.D. 
To discuss the s-representation theorem by an r-smsdp, new definitions 
will be introduced. For an r-ddp Y = (Z, S, f), R, is an equivalence relation 
on Z* defined by (Vx, y E 2*) (xRYy o xRsy A (Vz E x\S) (f (xx) = f (yz))). 
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(Note that xRs y => (x\S = y\S) by definition.) As easily proved, RY E A(S) 
(see [17]). Next, define ‘y, , p E Z, by 
y, = 6% E SIR, I W E 4) (f(x) = PI>. 
Let Y = (A,, A, ,..., A,} where Ai C Z* are mutually disjoint. Then 
T E fl,(Z*) jo&tly separates (J-separates) ‘P if 
(k’x,y~Z*)(x~A~Ay~A~/IxTy>i==j) 
holds, i.e., each C, E 2:*/T intersects at most one Ai E Y. 
PROPOSITION 7.6 [17]. Let Y be defined as above. Then there exists 
T E AF(Z*) which J-separates Y if and only ;f  there exists regular sets Di , 
i = I, 2,..., WZ, such that Di 3 Ai and Di (ZE Z* - Di) 3 uj+i A,. 
Define a binary relation5 gY on Z* for an r-ddp Y = (2, S,f) by 
x ~~yy o XR,Y A (xR,y V (VZ E x\S) (I <f(y.~))). For Ai, A4j E B/R, 
where B C .Z* A R E A(S) A R ,< R, , let 
Ai ~2, Aj 0 (3~ E Ai) (JY 6 Aj) (X ~IYY), 
or equivalently 
A, 11y Aj - (Vx E Ai) (Vy E 4) (x 4~ y). 
(Recall that R < R, .) 
PROPOSITION 7.7. (1) & defined on Z*, or on B/R, where 
BCZ”AREA(S)AR<R,, 
for an r-ddp Y = (2, S, f) is a pseudo ordering. 
(2) & defined on B/R, is a partial ordering. 
Proof. (1) (Vx E 2*) (xRyx) 3 (Vx E 2*) (x -=z& x). 
(vx, Y, 2 E z*> (x ~YY A Y a, .z 3 WYY V (VW E x\s) (f&9 < f(yw))) 
A (YRY~ V (VW EY\S) tf(yw) <f(=4) 
=> xR,z V (VW E x\S) (f (xw) <f (zw)) > x gy z). 
This proves the first half of (1). Th e second half can be proved similarly. 
(2) (VA, , Aj E B/R,) (A, qy Aj A Aj a, Ai 3 AiR,Aj => Ai = Aj). 
Q.E.D. 
5 A binary relation 6 on set A is a pseudo ordering if (i) (Vx E A)(x Q x) and 
(ii) (Vx, y, z E A)(x < y A y < z - 5: < z) hold. It is a partial ordering if (iii) 
W,YEJNX<YAY <x * s = y) holds in addition to (i) and (ii). It is a totof 
ordering if (iv) (Vx, y E A)(x $ y V y < x) holds in addition to (i), (ii) and (iii). 
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The partial ordering ay on Z*/R, is illustrated by the directed graph fy 
defined as follows: fy has node Aj corresponding to each equivalence class 
A9 E .Z:*lRy, and f: has arc (Ai , A,), i # j, if and only if Ai a, Aj and there 
exists no A, E Z*lRy such that Ai # A, A A, # A, A Ai IIY A, a, A, . 
EXAMPLE 7.1. Consider an r-ddp Y = (2, S,f). where Z = {a, 6}, 
S = {a% / i > 0, j 3 0} and-f(&) = i2i. Then Z*/R, consists of equiva- 
lence classes C, , C, and C’s, where C, = {ai / i > 0}, C, = {a%i / i 3 0, j > O> 
and C’s = L’* - C, - C, . S = C, v Ca , Following the definition of R, , 
z*lRY is then obtained. It consists of equivalence classes: Ai = {ai>, 
i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., where (Vx E AJ (Vy = a”bj E A,\S) (f(xy) = (i + K) 29; 
B, = {& 1 i2i = 2K A j > 0}, k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., where (VX E B,) (Vy = 
bz E Bk\S) (f(xy) = 2k29; D = Z* - u Ai - (J B, = C, , where D\S = 4. 
To illustrate the partial ordering & on L’*/Ry , the graph r, is obtained 
and shown in Fig. 3. For examplee, 
since 
i < j a Ai a, Aj A (- A,R,AJ 
holds. 
(Vx E Ai) (Vy E AJ (Vz = a7”bl E A&S = A,\S) 
(f(x4 (= (i + 4 29 < f(r4 (= (i + 4 29) 
Now let < be a binary relation on 2*/R, where R E A(Z*). Then < is 
right invariant if 
holds, where [w] is the equivalence class in Z*/R containing w. 
PROPOSITION 7.8. C& dejked on .Z:*lR, R E A(S) A R < RY, ,for an 
r-ddp Y = (Z, S, f) is right invariant. Furthermore, let W = (x 1 x\S # $} 
and let Aj qr Ad standfor Aj a, Ai A (- AjRyAi), where Ai, Aj E Z*/R. 
Then [x] au [y] =s (Vz E x\W) ([xz] qY [yz]), where [w] denotes the equiv- 
alence class of .Z*IR containing w. 
Proof. First note that R E A(S) A R < RY and hence 
W, Y E z*) ([xl WY] 3 0’~ E z*) (bl R[Y~))- 
Then assume that [x] ay [y] (i.e., (VZEX\S) (f (xx) <f (yz))). If[xz] + [yz] 
does not hold for some x E C*, there exists w E Z* such that 
6 - implies “not”. 
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FIG. 3. ry of Example 7.1, py of Example 9.1 and ry of Example 9.3. 
xxw, yxw E S A f(xxw) > f(yxw). H owever this contradicts the assumption 
[x] ay [y]. To prove the last half, let [x] qy [y] and assume that 
[~a] Ry[yz] holds for some x E x\ W. Then there exists w E Z* such that 
xxw, yxw E S A f(xzw) =f(yzw). This is also a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
A set B C Z* is strictly monotone with respect to an r-ddp Y if 
(Vx, y E B) (x qy y V y qy x) holds. 
PROPOSITION 7.9. B C Z* is strictly monotone with respect to Y if and only 
if a, is a total ordering on B/Ry . 
Proof. Obvious from Proposition 7.7 and the definition of a total ordering. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7.10. An r-ddp Y = (Z, S, f) is s-representable by an r-smsdp 
if and only if there exists T E (IF(S) such that T J-separates Y, for every p E Z 
and moreover every equivalence class Ci E F/T is strictly monotone with 
respect to Y. 
Proof. Necessity. Let r-smsdp 17 = (M(Q, Z, q,, , h, Qr), h, &,) s-repre- 
sent Y and T be defined by xTy o x(x) = x(y). T E A,(F(M)) = (IF(S) by 
Proposition 3.3. T J-separates ‘u, for every p E Z because 
(Vx, y  E Z*) (xTy A h(x) = h(y) = p * (Vz E Z*) (xzTyx A h(xz) = h(yz)) 
=s (Vz E x\S) (xzTyz A f (xz) = f (yz)) => xR,y). 
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Next, 
WY E w> (XTY A h(x) -==l YY) 
2 (Vx E Z*) (xzTyz A h(xz) < Iz(yz)) (since 17 is an r-smsdp) 
=+ (Vz E x\S) (XZTYZ Af(=) <f(YZ)) =+ x QY), 
where W = (x 1 x\S # $}. For x, y $ W, xR,y holds by definition. (Note 
that T obviously refines W.) Consequently, either x (lyy or y gy x holds 
for any x, y E Ci E P/T, and each Ci E IF/T is strictly monotone with 
respect to Y. 
Su@ie~~y. Let M = (Q, .E, q. , A, QF) be the standard construction of 
T with QF = {[C,] 1 Ci E S/T}. Without loss of generality we assume QF # +. 
Define h’: Z* + 2 satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) h’ is a recursive function, 
(ii) (Vx E S) (h’(x) =f(x)), 
(iii) (Vx, y E Z*) (xTy A h’(x) = h’(y) 3 (Vx E Z*) (h’(xx) = h’(yz))) 
and (Vx, y E Z*) (xTy A h’(x) < h’(y) =P (Vz E Z*) (h’(xz) < h’(yz))). 
h’ is for example constructed as follows. Partition Q into mutually disjoint 
sets QF , QI and QD where 
QI={qlqEQ-QZFA\(3xEZI*)(h(q,x)EQ2F)}, 
QD=Q-QF-QI. 
(Thus, x E W o X(x) E QF u QI .) For each q E Q, , define x, E Z* satisfying 
h(q, x,) EQ~ . From the definition of Q, and QZF , there exists x, with length 
not greater than 1 QI 1 . (Thus, there exists an algorithm to obtain x0 for each 
q EQ~ .) h’: 2:” -+ 2 is given by 
where w is the longest prefix of x such 
that x(w) EQ~ U QI . (Such w always exists since 
we assume Qr # 4 and hence E E QF u QI .) 
This h’ obviously satisfies the above condition (ii). Now we prove that h’ 
satisfies condition (iii) above. Frrst, let x(x) = x(y) E QF . Then 
h’(x) (=f(x)) = h’(y) (=.f(y)) * xRYy, and h’(x) < h’(y) * x uyy, since 
T J-separates Y, for every p E Z and Cj E L”*lT is strictly monotone with 
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respect to Y. Next let x(x) = x(y) E Q, . Then either xR,y or x fry holds 
since Cj E 2*/T is strictly monotone with respect to Y. We have 
X&Y => 0’~ E x\S) (f&4 =.f(y4) 3 ftxx,) =.f(rx,) => h’(x) = h’(y), 
and 
x 4YY => (Vx E x\S) Mx4 < f(Y4) * f&J < f(Y%) * Wx) < h’(Y)* 
Consequently, xR,y o h’(x) = h’(y) and x du y  o h’(x) < h’(y). Thus, by 
Proposition 7.8, it follows that 
(Vx, y  E Z*) (ii(x) = ii(y) E QF u Q, A h’(x) = h’(y) 
* (Vz E z*) (h’(xz) = h’( yz))) 
and 
W Y E z*) t&x) = j(y) E QF u Q, A h'(x) < h’(y) 
G- (V.2 E z*> (h’(xz) < h’(yz))). 
(These are obvious for z E ,Z* such that xx, y,z E W since 
xz 4 y  yz 0 h’(xz) < h’( yz) 
as proved above. For z E 2* such that xz $ W, they still hold since 
h’(xz) = h’(xw) A h’(yz) = h’(yw), w ere w is the longest prefix of x h 
satisfying xw, yw E W, and h’(xw) < h’( yw) o xw & yw holds.) Finally let 
x(x) = x(y) eQD . S’ mce (V,z E Z*) (h’(x) = h’(xz)) by definition (see the 
third formula of h’), h’(x) = h’(y) * (Vz E Z*) (h’(xz) = h’( yz)) and 
h’(x) < h’(y) * (t/z E Z*) (h’(xz) < h’( yz)) follows. Consequently, h’ satis- 
fies condition (iii). In addition, h’(x) is a recursive function for the following 
reasons. (a) It can be checked in a finite number of steps whether x(x) belongs 
to QF , Q1 or Qn for each x E .Z*, and (b)f(x) is a partial recursive function 
with Dam(f) = S. Th us, h’ satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and (iii). For any h’ 
satisfying conditions (i), (ii) and (iii), it follows that 
(Vx, y  E LT*) (xTy A h’(x) < h’(y) =P (Vz E z*) (h’(xz) < h’( yz))), 
and, hence, there exists an r-msdp II = (M, h, &) satisfying 
(Vx E ,Z*) (t;(x) = h’(x)) by Proposition 3.4. This Lr s-represents Y by condi- 
tion (ii) and II is in fact an r-smsdp by condition (iii). Q.E.D. 
This theorem is a direct extension of the s-representation theorem of an 
msdp given in [17]. This is interesting because such direct extensions seem 
to be difficult for an r-msdp (see [IS]) and for an r-pmsdp (see Section 9). 
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EXAMPLE 7.2. Consider the r-ddp Y given in Example 7.1, for which 
R, and the partial ordering r, were obtained. It is obvious that T E (IF(S) 
defined by T = R, J-separates Y9 = {A, , B,) for every p E 2, and each 
Cj E Z*/T is strictly monotone with respect to Y (i.e., II, is a total ordering 
on each Cj E 2*/T as obvious from Fig. 3). Thus, Y is s-representable by an 
r-smsdp by Theorem 7.10. 
8. ALGORITHM TO OBTAIN OPTIMAL POLICIES OF AN r-smsdp 
The following algorithm gives a regular expression of O(n) for an arbitrarily 
given r-smsdp fl. It consists of three phases. The first phase identifies the set 
of states from which no policy can reach a state in QF . It is denoted by QD . 
The second phase computes G(q) ( see Proposition 7.1) for each 4 E Q - QD , 
if it exists. If G(q) does not exist for some 4 EQ - QD , i.e., inf{yx) 1 x(x) = Q} 
diverges to - co, O(n) = 4 follows from Proposition 7.1. The third phase 
constructs the fa M’ used in the proof of Theorem 7.2, and then a con- 
ventional algorithm is applied to M’ to obtain a regular expression of 
F(M’) (= o(n)). 
During the computation of the second phase, a label (f(q), x(n)) is attached 
to each state 4 and updated from time to time. Upon termination, &) is 
equal to G(q) and x(q) is a policy satisfying x(x) = 4 A h(x) = G(q). 
Algorithm to Obtain O(I7) f 0 an r-smsdp 17 = (WQ, 2: q. , 4 Qd h, to) 
Phase 1. 
Identify QD = {q E Q 1 (VX E Z*) (A(q, X) $ QF)} for 17. (Several algorithms 
are known to identify QD . The detail is omitted.) Let & = Q - Qr, and 
fi = / & 1 . Go to Phase 2. 
Phase 2. 
Step 1. Let (5(qo), 4qo)) = (to ,4 and let (5(q), x(q)) = (~0, $1’ for all 
q E & - {qo}. Let i = 1 and go to Step 2. 
Step 2. For each q E &, obtain 
7(n) = mW(l‘(q’), q’, a) I q’ E & A W, a> = d- 
For each q with r)(q) < co, let the minimum be attained for q’ = q and 
a = a. Go to Step 3. 
’ CC is a special symbol greater than any 8 E 2. 4 stands for the empty set and 
satisfies (VCC E Z*)($x = 4 = 4). It is assumed that (Vq E @(Vu E C) (h( CO, q, a) = co). 
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Step 3. For each q E & satisfying v(q) < f(q), let the new label of q be 
@WY 40 = M!?), 47) a), w h ere x(g) is that of the label of 4 before the 
alteration. Do not alter the label of q E & satisfying t(p) < 7(q). If no label of 
q E & has been altered in the above process, go to Step 5; if some labels have 
been altered, return to Step 2 after increasing i by 1 in case i < n”, or go to 
Step 4 in case i = n”. 
Step 4. Terminate. n has no optimal policy, i.e., O(n) = +. 
Step 5. II has an optimal policy with its value G* EZ min{&) 1 q EQ~}. 
Go to Phase 3. 
Phase 3 
Step 1. Define fa M’ = (Q’, .Z, qO , x’, QZF’), where Q’ = & u {qd}, 
QF’ = (q E QF n & 1 E(q) = G*} and A’ is given by 
ftherwise, 
q E & A h(q, 4 = y E & A W(n), q, 4 = f(y), 
for q E Q’ and a E Z. Go to Step 2. 
Step 2. Obtain a regular expression of F(M’). (An algorithm for this was 
given in Section 4.) O(n) =F(M’) holds. 
Before proving the validity of this algorithm, we show the next lemma. 
LEMMA 8.1. Assume that the label of q E & is altered in Step 3 of Phase 2 
for i = i,, and the new label is (e(q), x(q)). Then 1 x(q)1 = iO holds, where 
1 x(q)1 denotes the Zength of x(q) E Z*. Furthermore, for any label (e(q), x(q)) 
obtained for i = i,, , 
5(q) = min{&$ I J(x) = c-l A I x I ,< $1 03) 
holds, ;f x E Z* satisfying x(x) = q A I x j < i,, exists. 
Proof. To prove the first half, assume that T(q) = h(.$(q), q, a) holds in 
Step 2 of Phase 2. Then (f(q), x(q)) of q must be the new label obtained 
in Step 3 for i = iO - 1, since otherwise the new label of q, 
(E(n)? 47)) = Md? w a 
must have been obtained for i < i,, . By repeating this argument until we 
reach the initial label (f(q& x(q,J) = (5, , E), the first half is immediately 
proved. The second half is proved by induction. For i = 1, (8) is trivially 
true. Assume that (8) holds for i < k. To prove (8) for i = k + 1, let 
x’ = U$z$z~ -.* a*ak+~ satisfy 
X(x’) = q A h(x’) = min{li(x) I x(x) = q A 1 x 1 < k + l}. 
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(If such x’ does not exist, (8) is proved.) Denote t(q) obtained for i = I by 
[o)(q). Then X” = uiua ..’ a, satisfies 
A((x”) = min(lZ(x) / X(x) = X(x”) A 1 x 1 < K} = .$(k)(X(x”)). 
This is because if y E .Z* exists such that 
X(y) = ii A h(y) < h(x”) A 1 y 1 < h, 
then yak+, satisfies 
~(Y%+,) = 44 A I;(Y%+,) < ~W~k,l) = 44, 
and this contradicts the assumption on x’. Thus, 
(‘“+1’(q) < h(p(X(x”)), X(xX), ++J = h(x’), 
and, hence, t(k+l)(@ = h(x’) follows since ttk+l)(q) 3 h(x’) obviously holds. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 8.2. The above procedure terminates in a jnite number of steps 
(hence un algorithm) for any r-smsdp 17, undgives a regular expression of 0(17) 
upon termination. 
Proof. The first half is obvious since each phase terminates in a finite 
number of steps. To prove the second half, first assume that it has terminated 
in Step 4 of Phase 2. Let q E& satisfy v(q) < t(q). Such q must exist since 
at least one label has been altered in Step 3 of Phase 2 for i = n”. Then x(q) 
satisfies 1 x(q)1 = n” and h(x(q)) = q by Lemma 8.1. Since / & j = fi, it is 
possible to decompose x(q) such that 
x(q) = x1x2x3 A /i(xJ = x(,x,) A 1 x2 I > 0. 
Thus, we have 
kxs) = Jvw2xs) and 4v4 3 &z) > rl(d = Y+%%) 
(see Lemma 8.1). Since 17 is an r-smsdp, this implies h(xi) > @x1x2), and it 
follows that 
@Xl) > h(x,x,) > h(XlX,2) > ... . 
Consequently, @x,xskxs) = q for any k > 0 and h(.xIxakxs) ---f - co as k + co. 
Then for y E Xc* satisfying h(q, y) E QF (such y exists since q E &), 
&w2%~) E QF and 4v$xs~) -+ -co as k -+ 03. This proves O(n) = 4. 
Next assume that the computation has terminated at Step 5 of Phase 2. This 
implies 
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holds, where &I) is that of the present label. Then for any x = uiaa *.* uk , 
it follows 
and this implies (Vq e&) (t(q) = G(q)). Therefore, from the proof of 
Theorem 7.2, we have F(IM’) = O(Z7). (Note & is equal to QG defined in 
the proof of Theorem 7.2.) Q.E.D. 
The next corollary is an immediate consequence. 
COROLLARY 8.3. For any r-smsdp 17 = (M(Q, Z, qO, A, QF), h, to), Phase 2 
of the above algorithm requires ut most A (< / Q 1) evaluations of v(q) (Step 2 
of Phase 2) for each q E &. This involves at most ii2 1 .I? 1 evaluations of function 
W, q, 0). 
When only one optimal policy is required rather than all optimal policies, 
Phase 3 of the above algorithm can be omitted. For any q EQ~ such that 
t(q) = G* identified in Step 5 of Phase 2, it holds that x(q) E O(n). 
The above algorithm may be considered as a generalization of the computa- 
tion method suggested by Ford [14], Moore [24], Bellman [2] and possibly 
by ot&s for solving shortest path problems (see [12]). 
EXAMPLE 8.1. Consider an r-smsdp L! = (M(Q, .Z, q,, , A, QF), h, to) where 
Q = boy q1 , q2 , q3 , qd, z = {a, h 4, A and QF are given by Fig. 4, to = 0, 
and h has the form 
/ 
t + Pad if 5 b O A Pad < 0, 
5 + &vl 
h(~’ Q’ d, = 5 + 21*ad 
if 6 < 0 A Pad, < 0, 
if 
5‘ 2 O A Pad > 0, 
t + hd if 5 < O A Pad > 0, 
for q EQ and d E Z. pad is a constant given to each pair (q, d), and shown in 
Fig. 4 beside the arc corresponding to X(q, d). 
In Phase 1, Q. = {q4} and & = Q - QD = {q. , q1 , q2 , q3} are obtained. 
n” = 4. The computation of Phase 2 progresses as shown in Table I where 
labels (5(q), x(q)) f oreachqE&arelistedfori=1,2,3,4.Fori=4(=n”), 
no label is altered, and, hence, Step 5 is reached. Obviously, 
G* = minG%) I q cQFl 
= mW$zl), Ek3N = 2. 
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a,b:l 
FIG. 4. State transition diagram and constants pad of r-smsdp considered in 
Example 8.1. 
TABLE I 
Labels Generated in Phase 2 for Obtaining Optimal Policies of 
r-smsdp 17 of Example 8.1 
i Qo !?l q2 q3 
Step 1 @,I4 (a, 4) (a, 4) (a, 4) 
1 (0, c) (2, b) t-2, c) (a, 9) 
2 to,‘4 (2, b) (-3, bc) (4, ca 
3 (0% (2, b) (-3, bc) (3, b d? 
4 (O$) ‘3, b) C-3, bc) (3, bca) 
FIG. 5. Finite automaton M’ obtained for r-smsdp ZZ of Example 8.1. 
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The fa M’ is then constructed in Phase 3. It is shown in Fig. 5, together with 
G(p) (= &)) obtained in Phase 2. Since QF’ = (or} and there exists no path 
from us , 4s , qd to q1 , states q2 , q3 , qd can be omitted from consideration in 
Step 2 of Phase 3. The resulting fa is the same as the one considered in 
Example 4.1. Thus, we obtain F(M’) = O(n) = (a*b(a u b)*). 
9. PROPERTIES OF AN r-pmsdp 
A w-representation theorem for an r-pmsdp is quite similar to that for 
a pmsdp given in [17]. H owever, its proof is much simpler than that given 
for a pmsdp. This is due to the fact that h takes on integral values in an 
r-pmsdp. 
THEOREM 9.1. Let Y be a ddp (or r-ddp) with U z O(Y). Then Y is 
w-representable by an r-pmsdp (i.e., U E Qr-pmsdp) if and only if U is regular. 
Proof. Necessity. Let r-pmsdp 17 = (M(Q, 2, q,, , A, Qr), h, &) w-repre- 
sent Y. If P(D) = 4 then O(n) = +. S’ mce 4 is a regular set, we assume 
F(D) f $. For this I?, define the system 
d = (&, z: &I , Jt QF) 
where 
x:Q x Z-+Qisgivenby 
%[q, 51,4 = P(q, 4, h(5, Q, 41, 
&F = {Es 51 I q EQF A 5 = G*I 
where 
G* = min{yx) 1 x OF}. 
Note that d has infinitely many states. x can be extended to & x Z* -+ & 
inductively by 
G* exists sincen is an r-pmsdp, and, hence, (Vx E Z*) (h(x) > &). (This also 
implies F(D) # $ * O(n) # 4.) Now partition & into &i and &a such that 
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Note that 1 &r ( < co because 
(‘~[~,~IE&)([~,~I~E&,~~EQA\~,~Q~G*) 
holds (note that 17 is an r-pmsdp). An fa M’ = (Q’, Z, qs’, h’, Q/) is now 
defined by 
Q' = &I ” h& 
q,,’ = [q,, , &] (e&r since F(n) # 4 is assumed), 
f%, 9 4 = $2 9 
QFI =&F@,. 
M’ is an fa since I&, / < cc 3 ( Q’ / < cc. By definition, 
Wqo 2 &A 4 E QF’ 0 %h > &I, 4 E&F 0 Xqo ,4 E QF A Wo , go 34 
= G* e x E O(n). 
Thus, F(M’) = O(I7) (= U) holds and hence U is regular. 
Su@iciency. The r-msdp II constructed in the proof of the sufficiency of i 
Theorem 5.1 is also an r-pmsdp. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 9.2. 
&nmsdp (= {O(n) 1 II: r-pmsdp}) 2 {O(n) / II: r-pmsdp with F(l7) = Z*>. 
Proof. Let Il be an r-pmsdp with F(l7) = .P. Then 
(Vx E z*) (h(e) < h(x)) a E E o(n). 
However, there exists a regular set not containing E. Q.E.D. 
This result and Theorem 7.4 exhibit a structural difference between an 
r-smsdp and an r-pmsdp. 
THEOREM 9.3. Let U, V E Qr-pmsdp . Then (1) U n V, (2) U u V, (3) D, 
(4) UV, (5) UR, (6) g(U), (7) U/V, and (8) min U also bebmg to &pmsdp 
respectively. 
Proof. Obvious from the closure properties of regular sets. Q.E.D. 
Now we turn to the s-representation of a given r-ddp by an r-pmsdp. 
Contrary to the case of an r-smsdp, the direct extension of the s-representa- 
tion theorem for an msdp given in [17] to the case of an r-pmsdp appears to 
be difficult. The next theorem is the best result obtained so far. 
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THEOREM 9.4. Let Y = (2, S,f) b e an r-ddp. Then there exists an r-pmsdp 
s-representing Y if and only if there exist T E (IF(S) and a recursive function 
h’: 2* + 2 such that 
(9 P E 8) (h’(x) =.W, 
(ii) (VX, y E Z*) (xTy A h’(x) < h’(y) * (Vz E Z*) (h’(xz) < h’(yx))), 
(iii) (Vx, z E Z*) (h’(x) < h’(xz)). 
Proof. Necessity. Let Ii’ = (M(Q, 2, qO , A, Qr), h, 5,) be an r-pmsdp 
s-representing Y. Define T E .4,(S) by (Vx, y E Z*) (xTy o x(x) = x(y)). 
Note that h: Z* -+ Z of Ii‘ is a recursive function by definition and satisfies 
(i) since Il s-represents Y. II also satisfies (ii) and (iii) since n is an r-pmsdp. 
Define h’: Z* + 2 by (Vx E Z*) (h’(x) = h(x)). 
suficiency . By condition (ii) and Proposition 3.4, we have an r-msdp 
Ii’ = (M(Q, 2, Q,, , A, Qr), h, &,) satisfying (Vx E Z*) (h(x) = h’(x)), where M 
is the standard construction of T. Let QF = {[C,] / Cj E S/T}. Then 
F(n) = F(M) = S. l7 s-represents Y by condition (i), and 17 is an r-pmsdp 
by condition (iii). Q.E.D. 
This theorem, however, does not tell how to construct h’ satisfying (i), 
(ii) and (iii). I n t h e following, we will investigate more detailed structure of an 
r-pmsdp and prove some tight necessary conditions. 
Define an ordering relation gy on C* for an r-ddp Y = (2, S,f) as 
follows: 
Note x\S = y\S holds since xR,y. <y can be extended to B/R, where 
BCZ*AREA(S)AR<R~, by 
(VA, , Aj E B/R) (Ai <y Aj o (3x E AJ (3y E Aj) (x sy y)). 
This definition is equivalent to A, <y A, o (Vx E Ai) (Vy E Aj) (x <y y) 
since R < R, . It was proved in [17] that <y on Z* or B/R is a pseudo 
ordering, and <y on B/R, (R, was defined after Theorem 7.5) is a partial 
ordering. The partial ordering <y on 22*/R, plays an important role in the 
subsequent discussion. It can be illustrated by the directed graph I’, defined 
as follows: (1) For each A, E Z*/R, , there exists node Ai in r, . (2) (A,, AJ, 
i # j, is an arc of ry if and only if Ai <y A, and there exist no A, E D/R, 
suchthatAk#A,AA,#AjhA,<yAk<yAj. 
The next proposition was also proved in [17]. 
PROPOSITION 9.5. $y defined on F/R, R E: A(S) A R < Ry , is right 
invariant. 
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A set B C .Z* is monotone with respect to Y if 
W,YEB)(X<YY VY<YX) 
holds. B is monotone with respect to Y if and only if & defined on B/R, 
is a total ordering. 
EXAMPLE 9.1. Let Y = (2, S,f) be an r-ddp defined by Z = {a, b}, 
S = {aW 1 i 2 0,~’ 3 0), andf(a%aj) = i + j. 2*/R;. has three equivalence 
classes C, , Ca and C’s where C, = {ai ( i 3 0}, C, = {&a~ 1 i 3 0, j 3 O> = S 
and Ca = .Z* - C, - Ca . Based on R, and f ,  F/R, is obtained. It consists 
of equivalence classes: Ai = (ai}, i = 0, 1, 2,..., where 
(Vx E Ai) (Vy = a”bd E A,\S) (f (xy) = i + k + j); 
B, = (uW 1 i + j = K), K = 0, 1, 2 ,..., where 
(Vx E B,) (Vy = d E Bk\S) (f (xy) = k + j); 
D = C, . Note 
Cl= fiAi and C, = ,pj B, . 
i=O k=O 
The partial ordering <y on C*/RY is illustrated in r, of Fig. 3. Incidentally, 
ry is the same asr: obtained in Example 7.1. For example i <j 3 Bi sY Bj 
since 
(Vx E Bi) (Vy E Bj) (Vz = uk E c,\q (f(x4 (= i + h) <f(YZ) (= j + k)) 
holds. 
Let Y = (2, S, f) be an r-ddp and let T E /l,(S). For Y and T, define the 
directed graph r,;, (possibly an infinite graph) as follows: (i) Let 
Y = Z*/(RY A T). For each Di E Y, there exists node Dj in r,;, . (ii) There 
are three types of arcs in r,:.: 
(a) For D, , Dj E Y, (Di , Di) is an arc of length 1 if 
DiTDjADi#DjADiQSADiQSADi~yDj, 
where DiTDj o (Vx E Di) (Vy E Dj) (xTy). Note Di C S or Di C Z* - S 
always holds since TEA,(S), and, hence, R, A T E cl(S). 
(b) For Di , Dj E Y, (Di , Di) is an arc of length -p and (Dj , DJ is an 
arc of length p if 
DiCSADjCSAf(Di)-f(DJ=p, 
where 
f  (Di) = f  (xl x6Di. 
(This is well defined since X, y E DE 3 xR,y 3 f(x) =f(y).) 
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(c) For D, , Dj E Y, (Di, Dj) is an arc of length 0 if 
(3a E 2) (D,a C Dj). 
(Note that D,a (== {xa 1 x E Di}) is always included in some Di E Y since 
RY A T is right invariant.) 
A path from Dil to Dik in r,;, is a sequence of arcs such that 
B = Pi, 9 Di,> Pi, , Q3) ... Pi,-, 7 DiJ- 
jz? is a circuit if Dil = DiL . Let L(D, , Di) denote the length of arc (Di , Dj). 
Then the length of path (or circuit) /? is given by 
W9 = i Wi+, 9 DiJ. 
j=2 
THEOREM 9.6. Let Y = (Z, S,f) be an r-ddp. Then any T E /IF(S), for 
which a recursive function h’ subject to conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 9.4 
exists, satisjies the next conditions. 
(1) T ]-separates ‘i; (dejned after Theorem 7.5) .for every p E Z. 
(2) Each Cj E F/T is monotone with respect to Y. 
(3) There exists a constant NE Z such that 
L(P) Gf(Di) + N (9) 
holds for any Di E Y satisfying Di C S and for any path /3 in r,;, from D, E Y 
to Di , where c E D, . 
Proof. It was shown in [ 171 that (1) and (2) hold for T E A,(S) defined 
for an msdp 17 = (MO, 2, Q,, A, &), h, to) by xTy o x(x) = x(y). Since an 
r-pmsdp is also an msdp, (1) and (2) must hold for any T E A,(S) for which 
h’ as mentioned above exists (note that r-pmsdp 17 = (M, h, 5,) then exists 
where M is the standard construction of T). (It is also possible to prove (1) 
and (2) by slightly modifying the proof of the necessity of Theorem 7.10.) 
To prove (3), assume that h’ satisfying conditions (i) y (iii) of Theorem 9.4 
exists. Then 
(Vx, y  E Z*) (xTy A h’(x) = h’(y) => (Vz E z*) (xzTyz A h’(xz) 
= h’b)) * X&Y) 
by conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 9.4. Therefore 
0% Y E z*) ([4 f CYI A bl <Y [YI A XTY * h’(x) < h’(y)) 
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follows, where [w] denotes the equivalence class in Y( = C*/RY A T) 
containing w. Furthermore, (Vx E Z*) (Va E Z) (h’(x) < K(W)) by condi- 
tion (iii) of Theorem 9.4. These observations and condition (i) of Theorem 
9.4 lead to the following conclusion. Let 
be a path in r,;, such that Dil = D, (i.e., E E Di,) and DiK C S. Then there 
exist xi, E Di, , j = 1, 2 ,..., k, such that xi, = E and 
h’(x,j) - h’(x,,-,) 3 L(D,,-, > Dij)* 
Thus, 
h’(xi,) - h’(xil) = h’(xik) - h’(xik-,) + h’(Xik--l) - h’(xi,-,) + “’ - h’(Xi,) 
3 L(Dikml , Di,) + L(Dikee t Di,-,) + **. +L(Dil , Di,) 
= Jw)* 
If we define N by N = - h’(xil) (= - h’(c)), condition (3) is proved since 
h’(XiJ = f (Di,>* Q.E.D. 
The next corollary is sometimes useful to show that an r-ddp cannot be 
represented by an r-pmsdp. 
COROLLARY 9.7. IfI’,;, . of an r-ddp Y = (2, S, f) and T E AF(S) satisjies 
condition (3) of Theorem 9.6, then 
(1) r,:. has no circuit with positive length, 
(2) m = min{ f (x) / x E S} exists, i.e., inf{ f  (x) 1 x E S} > -co, 
(3) (V% Y E z*) (x E s A xy E s * f(x) < f  (xy)). 
Proof. (1) Let 01 = (Di, , Di,) (Di, , DIS) .** (Di ,-I ’ Oil) be a circuit 
with L(a) > 0. It is not difficult to show that there exist a path y from D,, 
(containing 6) to Dil and a path 6 from Dil to Di C S. Then /3, = ~01~6 is a 
path from D, to Di C S for any k > 0. But lim,,, L@lk) = cc, and, hence, 
N E 2 satisfying inequality (9) does not exist. 
(2) For any x E S, there exists a path ,8 from D, to Di , where x E Di , 
with L(/3) = 0. (p consists of arcs of type (c).) By (9), we have - N <f(x) 
for Vx E S. 
(3) Let f(x) > f  (xy) hold for some x, xy E S. Then there exists an arc 
(Dj , Di), where xy E Dj , x E Dd , such that L(Dj , DJ = f  (x) - f  (xy) > 0. 
In addition, there exists a path OL from Di to Dj with L(a) = 0 (a consists of 
arcs of type (c)). Then /? = CX(D~, DJ is a cycle with positive length. 
Q.E.D. 
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As will be shown in Example 9.3, however, the converse of this corollary 
does not hold. (Compare this result with the s-representation theorem by 
a pmsdp given in [ 171.) 
The next theorem shows that conditions (1) N (3) of Theorem 9.6 are 
considerably tight necessary conditions for the existence of a recursive 
function h’ satisfying conditions (i) N (iii) of Theorem 9.4. 
THEOREM 9.8. For an r-dpp Y = (Z, S,f), assume that TEA,(S) satis- 
fying conditions (1) N (3) of Theorem 9.6 is given. Then there exists a function 
h’: .Z* + Z satisfying conditions (i) N (iii) of Theorem 9.4. (The recursiveness 
of h’, however, does not appear to be guaranteed.) 
Proof. Define h’: ,Z* --f 2 as follows: 
f(x) if x E S, 
min{ f (Di) - L(p) / Di E Y( = 2*/R, A T) A Dj C 5’ A /I 
h’(x) = is a path from [x] to Dj} if X~SAXEW, (10) 
h’(y) where y is the longest prefix of x satisfying y E W, 
if x$ w 
where [x] denotes the equivalence class in Y containing x, and 
w = {x E z* j x\s # f$}. 
The minimum in the second formula always exists, because 
f (Dj) + N 3 L(B) + UP’) 
holds for any Dj C S and any path j3 from [x] to Dj , where j?’ is a path from 
[e] to [x] consisting of arcs of type (c) (see the definition of r,:, and (9)). By 
definition L(/3’) = 0, and 
f (I+) -L(p) >, L(/3’) - iv = --N 
for any Dj C S and any path /? from [x] to Dj . This implies the existence of 
the minimum. h’ satisfies condition (i) of Theorem 9.4 by the first formula 
of (10). Next note that (Vx, y E W) ([xl T[y] => (h’(x) < h’(y) o [x] <y [y])) 
holds as proved below. Let x, y E Wand xTy. Then [x] <y [y] or [y] <y [x] 
holds by condition (2) of Theorem 9.6. Then we have 
[xl =GY IrIo @I WYI V ([xl =$Y [rl A (- [xl MYIN) 
0 L4 = [rl V (3 arcU4, [YIN MIIxl~ [YI) 2 1) - h’(x) G h’(y) 
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(see (10)). Consequently, we have 
(since <y is right invariant on Y by Proposition 9.5) 
=s- (Vz E z*) (h’(xz) 6 h’(y.a))). 
For .a E x\ W (= y\ W) this statement is obvious. For z $ x\ W, this still holds 
since h’ maintains the value h’(xw) and h’(yw) where xw and yw are longest 
prefixs of xz and ya such that xw, yw E W, respectively, and h’(xw) < h’(yw) 
holds by the above argument. (Note that xTy => (x.x, yz E W) V (xz, yx $ W) 
always holds since T E /IF(S) => T & Rs .) Furthermore, for x, y 4 W, 
0% Y $ W) @TY A 44 < h’(y) 
2 (Vz E ‘Y*) (h’(xz) = h’(x) < h’(y) = h’(yz))). 
Therefore, h’ satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem 9.4. Finally we prove h’ 
satisfies condition (iii) of Theorem 9.4. First, 
x $ w  * (V.-z E 2*> (h’(x) = h’(xz)) => (Vz E 2*> (/z’(x) < h’(xz)). 
For x such that x E WA x 4 S, (Vz E x\ W) (h’(x) < h’(xz)) also holds as 
proved below. There always exists a path ,8’ with L(F) = 0 from [x] to 
[xa] and hence for any path j3 from [XX] to Oj C S, ,5’/3 is a path from [x] 
to Di C S. Then by the second formula of (IO), h’(x) < h’(xz) follows. Next 
consider x such that x E WA x E S. Then, 
(Vz E x\ W) (xz 6 S 3 f(x) < f(xa) (see Corollary 9.7(3)) 3 h’(x) < h’(xz)). 
In addition, (Vz E x\ W) (XX $ S A xz E W 3 h’(x) ,< @(xx)) is proved as 
follows. Let h’(xz) be defined by h’(xz) = f(Dj) - L(r) (by using the second 
formula of (IO)), where Dj C S and y is a path from [xa] to Dj . Since there 
exist a path p with L(p) = 0 from [x] to [xz] and an arc ([xl, Di) with 
L([x], Dj) =f(Di) -f(x), if h’(xz) < h’(x) holds, we have a circuit 
6 = &(Dj , [x]) with L(S) =f(Dj) - I’ + h’(x) -f(Dj) > 0. This 
is a contradiction. For the last configuration, i.e., x E W, xz $ W, 
h’(x) < h’(xz) also holds since h’(x) < h’(m) = &(X,X) holds for the 
longest prefix w of a such that xw E W. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 9.2. Consider an r-ddp Y = (2, S, j) with z‘ = {a, b}, 
S = {aW 1 i > 0,j > 0}, and f(&uj) = i + j. Rs , R, and I’, were 
obtained in Example 9.1. Now consider T E A,(S) given by T = Rs . Each 
Cj E Z*/T is monotone with respect to Y as obvious from Fig. 3 (see the 
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definition prior to Example 9.1). In addition, T J-separates ‘u, for every 
p E 2 since Yp = {B,}, p = 0, 1,2 ,.... Thus, T satisfies conditions (1) and 
(2) of Theorem 9.6. I’,;, is then constructed and shown in Fig. 6. Since 
T=R, implies R,AT=R,, r,;, has nodes corresponding to Ai , 
i = 0, 1, 2 ,...) B, , k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., and D. Solid arcs in Fig. 6 indicate arcs 
of types (a) and (b), while broken arcs indicate arcs of type (c). Arcs of type (c) 
show the relations A,a C Ai+l , A,b C Bi , B,a C Bi+l and Bib C D. The 
length of each arc is denoted beside the arc in Fig. 6. It is not difficult to see 
that r,;, satisfies condition (3) of Theorem 9.6. N of (9) is for example taken 
h'=3 
h'=2 
h'=O 
FIG. 6. ru,r of r-ddp Y and T = Rs given in Example 9.2. (Some arca obtainable 
by concatenating other arca are omitted.) 
to be 0. The value of h’ for each Ai , BI, (note W = (uy=,, AJ u (uz=, BR)) 
obtained in the proof of Theorem 9.8, formula (IO), is also indicated in 
Fig. 6. Fortunately, h’ is a recursive function since h’(x) is equal to the number 
of a’s in y where y is the longest prefix of x such that y E W. (Since W is a 
regular set, it can be decided in a finite number of steps whether y  E W or not, 
and it is also obvious that the number of a’s in y can be counted in a finite 
number of steps. Thus, h’(x) can be determined in a finite number of steps 
for each x G Z*.) Consequently, the above T and h’ satisfy all conditions of 
Theorem 9.4. Therefore, there exists an r-pmsdp n s-representing Y. Such 
n can be constructed by following the proof of Proposition 3.4 given in [17]. 
The detail is omitted. 
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EXAMPLE 9.3. Let Y = (C, S,f) be an r-ddp defined by Z = {a, b}, 
S = {a% ] i > 0} and 
f(a%) = [i/2], i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., (11) 
where [X] denotes the integer part of X. Z*/Rs has three equivalence 
classes C, , C, and C’s where C, = {ui 1 i 3 01, C, = {a% 1 i > 0}, 
C’s = .Z’* - C, - C‘s . S = C, . P/R, consists of equivalence classes: 
A, = (ai}, i = 0, I,...; Bi = {a% 1 [j/2] = j}, i = 0, 1,2 ,...; and D = C, . 
Obviously A, =$rA, sy .*., and B,, =$YB1 <,, ... hold. r, is the same as 
the one given in Fig. 3. Assume that T E /IF(S) is again given by T = R, . 
T satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 9.6. Now r,;, is given in Fig. 7. 
In rt-:, , there exists a path /I with I@) = 2R + 1 from A, (containing E) to 
B, C S. Sincef(BJ = k, we have 
-W) -f(b) = k + 1. 
This diverges to CO as k-j co, and, hence, r,;r does not satisfy condition (3) 
of Theorem 9.6, although r,;, satisfies all conditions of Corollary 9.7. Thus, 
Y is not s-representable by an r-pmsdp with the above T. Note, however, 
that this Y is s-representable by a pmsdp with the same T. 
FIG. 7. ry:r of r-ddp Y and T = Rs given in Example 9.3. 
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10. ALGORITHM TO OBTAIN OPTIMAL POLICIES OF AN r-pmsdp 
Based on the fa M’ constructed in the proof of Theorem 9.1, an algorithm 
to obtain a regular expression of O(n) o an arbitrarily given r-pmsdp 17 will f 
be derived. It consists of two phases. Phase 1 obtains G*, the value of an 
optimal policy, and all the necessary data to construct an fa M’ satisfying 
F(M’) = O(n). In Ph ase 2, M’ is constructed and a regular expression of 
F(M’) is obtained. 
Let U = (M(Q, Z, qO, A, QF), h, 5,) be an r-pmsdp. In Phase 1, labels 
(4, 5, A) are generated, where q E Q, t E 2 and A is a set of triples (I, 5, a), 
~EQ, 5~2, a~Z1. Each label (q,t,A) h as an interpretation that there 
exists x E .Z* satisfying x(x) = q A t;(x) = 5 and x(y) = Y  A h(y) = 5 
where x = ya. Two lists Pr and Pz are used to store these labels. PI stores 
labels such that transitions from the corresponding states are not examined 
yet, while P, stores labels such that transitions from the corresponding states 
have been examined. t* keeps the value of an optimal policy G* upon 
termination of Phase 1. 
Algorithm to Obtain O(17) of an r-pmsdp 17 = (M(Q, Z, q,, , A, QF), h, &) 
Phase 1. 
Step 1. Decide if F(n) = C#J. If F(17) = 4, terminate. O(n) = + holds. 
Otherwise go to Step 2. 
Step 2. Let PI = {(q,, , to , C)}, P, = (b and f* = &, if q,, E QF and co if 
q. $ QF . Go to Step 3. 
Step 3. If PI = #J go to Step 5. Otherwise identify a label (q, {, A) E PI 
satisfying 
5 = minlt I (q, 5, 4 E Pd. 
If [ > f*, go to Step 5; otherwise let 5” = .$ if ~EQ~, or do not change t* 
if p$QF. Go to Step 4. 
Step 4. Move the label (q, 4, A) obtained in Step 3 from PI to P, . For 
each cz E Z, calculate (q’, 6’) = (h(q, a), h([, $ u)). If there exists a label 
(a’, t’, A’) in Pl U Pz , alter the label to (q’, ,$‘, A’ u {(q, z, a)}). Otherwise 
generate a label (q’, c, {(q, [, a)}) and place it in Pr . Return to Step 3. 
Step 5. Terminate Phase 1. Go to Phase 2. 
Phase 2. 
Step 1. Construct 
fa M” = (Q”, 2, qi ,h”, P,), 
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h%l, > 4 = qd , 
Q; = {[q, 61 I (4, 6 4 E Pz A 4 E QF A t = f*I. 
Go to Step 2. 
Step 2. Modify M” to obtain 
fa M’ = (Q’, Z: a,‘, A’, QFI), 
where 
Q’ = {Is 0 I [s 4 E Q” A (3~ E z*) @“([s i3,4 6 Q;N u kJ, 
qo’ = qb , 
x,(Lq, fl, a) = [Ljf, 6’1 fther;;.;t fl,4 = [q’, 6’1 * [q’, 5’1 EQ’ 
a?, > 4 = qd , 
QF’ =Q;. 
Go to Step 3. 
Step 3. Obtain a regular expression of F(M’). O(n) =F(M’) holds. 
Terminate. 
THEOREM 10.1. The above procedure gives a regular expression of 0(17) 
@SW 4) f g o a iven r-pmsdp II in a Jinite number of steps (hence it is an 
algorithm). 
Proof. As mentioned in Proposition 4.2, it is decided in a finite number 
of steps whether F(n) (= F(M)) = 4 or not (Step 1 of Phase 1). IfF(II) # +, 
it will be shown in Corollary 10.2 that the computation of Phase 1 terminates 
in a finite number of steps. Step 1 and Step 2 of Phase 2 are obviously com- 
pleted in a finite number of steps. Step 3 of Phase 2 is also a finite computation 
by Proposition 4.2. Consequently, Phase 1 and Phase 2 terminate in a finite 
number of steps. Next assume that F(I7) # 4 and Step 5 of Phase 1 is reached. 
Let x = a,as ... ak E O(n), ai E Z, and let G* be the value of optimal policies. 
Then 
&, = h(c) < Ii < ... < h&z2 -.. uk) = G*. (12) 
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From the way of construction of Pr and Pz , labels 
Li = (&,a, ... a,), h(a,a, ... a,), AJ 
are eventually stored in Pz , for i = 1, 2,..., k, where Ai contains the triple 
(X(a,a, ‘.. CZ+~), h(a,a, ... ai-r), a,). (Because if Li, i < k, is in PI , Li is 
eventually selected in Step 3 of Phase 1 since L(ara, ... ai) < G*, and stored 
in Pz while generating Lj+l in Step 4.) This proves x EF(M”) from the way 
of fa M” being constructed in Step 1 of Phase 2. Thus F(M”) 1 O(I7) follows. 
F(M”) C O(I7) can be easily proved, and F(M”) = O(n) holds. Since M’ 
of Step 2 of Phase 2 is obtained by coalescing all states which cannot lead to 
a state in Qi , F(M’) = F(M”) follows, implying F(M’) = O(n). Q.E.D. 
The next corollary gives an upper bound of the amount of computation 
necessary to reach the termination of Phase 1. 
COROLLARY 10.2. Let I’I = (M(Q, Z, 4s , h, QF), h, 6,) be an r-pmsdp 
with O(n) # $. Phase 1 of the above algorithm terminates after generating at 
most (G* - &, + 1) (I Q j - / QF 1) + 1 QF I labels in Pz and at most 
labels in PI , where G* is the value of an optimal policy. This involves at most 
(G* - Eo + 1) (I Q I - j QF I) j 2 / + [ QF / / Z j evaluations of function 
W, q, 4. 
Proof. As obvious from Steps 3 and 4 of Phase 1, any label (4, [, A) E Pz 
satisfies q E Q - QF and 5, < 5 < G*, or q E QF and f = G*. This proves 
the statement about Pz . Next note that all labels in PI , except for (q,, , 5, , 4) 
prepared in Step 2, are generated in Step 4 for (q, .$, 2) E Pz and for a E Z. 
This proves the statement about PI . Finally, note that I Z 1 evaluations of 
h([, q, a) are required in Step 4 of Phase 1 for each label moved to Pz . The 
statement about the number of evaluations follows from this. Since only 
labels (q, 5, A) for which (%Y E Z*) (x(x) = q A h(x) = 6) are eventually 
generated, and since labels (q, 5, A) with the same (q, 5) are coalesced into 
one in Step 4 of Phase 1, the above figures give only upper bounds. 
Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 10.1. Consider an r-pm+ 17 = CM, h, toI, where 
M = (0, 2, q. , A QF) is defined by Q = {q. , ql , q2 , qd, 2 = {a, b, 4, and 
X and QF given by Fig. 8. h is given by 
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a.b:-10 
FIG. 8. State transition diagram and constants pQa of r-pmsdp Tr used in 
Example 10.1. 
TABLE II 
Labels Generated in the Computation for Obtaining Optimal Policies of 
r-pmsdp I7 of Example 10.1 
i PI p2 4* 
1 (40 , - l&4)” 4 co 
2 be , - 8, {(ai , - 10, b)N (Qo , - 10, Kqo 1 - 10,4N cc 
(a1 , - 9, k3 , - 10, ma 
4 
(43 > - 7, &I 1 - 9, a)}) (40 , - 10, {(40 , - 10, a)H 
(40 > -7, {(a t -9, WI) ((II , -9, {(40 1 - 10, c)H -8 
672 7 -7, ((41 v -9, m ha , - 8, I(qo 3 - 10, b), 
(qs , -6 I@ , -8, 4) (qa > --8,4. (42 , -8, b)l) 
a The label selected in Step 3 of Phase 1. 
where pUd are constants E Z indicated beside the arc in Fig. 8 corresponding 
to the transition h(q, d). &, = - 10. (This example is closely related to 
the model introduced by Bellman and Zadeh [3].) From the structure of the 
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cost function h, it is easily seen that 17 is an r-pmsdp. We will obtain O(n) 
according to the above algorithm. Obviously F(n) # + (Phase 1, Step l), 
since there are paths from q,, to states in QF . The computation of Phase 1 
progresses as shown in Table II, in which labels in PI and Pz , as well as the 
FIG. 9. M” constructed in Step 1 of Phase 2 for r-pmsdp Zl of Example 10.1. 
a ah 
0 
a,b,c 
qi, = 
a;, = 
FIG. 10. M’ constructed in Step 2 of Phase 2 for r-pmsdp ll of Example 10.1. 
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value of [*, are listed. When i = 4, all labels in Pr have [ greater than 
f* (= -8) and Step 5 of Phase 1 (termination) is reached. In Step 1 of 
Phase 2, fa M” is constructed. M” is shown in Fig. 9. M’ is then obtained 
from M” in Step 2 of Phase 2. 1cI’ is shown in Fig. 10. Since F(M’) is 
obviously equal to F(M) considered in Example 4.1, a regular expression 
of F(M’) is given by a*b(a u b)*. 
When one optimal policy rather than all optimal policies is required, the 
above algorithm can be considerably simplified. The resulting algorithm may 
be considered as a generalization of the algorithm proposed by Dijkstra [ 1 I] 
and Whiting and Hillier [28] for shortest path problems with nonnegative arc 
lengths. 
During the computation, a label (e(q), x(q)) is attached to each 4 E Q, 
and updated from time to time. Upon termination, 
&I) = G(q) (== mint%9 I %x> = d) and &x(q)) = q A &x(q)) = 5(q) 
hold. 
Algorithm to Obtain x E O(U) f 0 an r-pm+ 17 = (M(Q, Z: qoj 4 QF), h, 4,) 
Step 1. Decide if F(n) = 4 or not. If F(n) = 4, terminate. O(n) = 4 
follows. Otherwise go to Step 2. 
Step 2. Let (t(qo), ho)) = (50, 4 and (S(q), x(d) = (~0, $1 for all 
q EQ - {qo). Let PI = ((t(q), x(q)) 1 q E Q> and Pz = 4. Go to Step 3. 
Step 3. Identify a label ([(a), x(a)) E PI satisfying 
5(!?) = mi43q) I (&cd, x(a)) E PI>- 
If q E QF , go to Step 5. Otherwise go to Step 4. 
Step 4. Move the label (t(p)) from PI to Pz . For each a E Z such that 
(W 6 Q, (W 4 = q’ A CW), x(d)) E PI), 
calculate 
&‘) = min[S(q’), W(q), 6 41, 
and replace the label of 4’ (in PI) by ([(q’), f(q’)). Return to Step 3. 
Step 5. Terminate. x(q) E O(17) and ((4) gives its value. 
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THEOREM 10.3. Let II be a given r-pmsdp. The above procedure decides 
whether F(n) = 4 or not, in a Jinite number of steps. If  F(I7) # $, the above 
procedure requires at most / Q / - 1 QF / + 1 operations of performing Step 3 
and 1 Q 1 - 1 QF 1 operations of performing Step 4. This involves at most 
(I Q j - / QF I) I Z / evaluations offunction h(e, q, a). When Step 5 is reached, 
x(q) E O(n) and f(q) = h(x(g)) hoZd. 
Proof. The first half is an immediate consequence of Step 1 and Proposi- 
tion 4.2. The statement about the number of operations can be proved by 
noting that exactly one label is moved from PI and Pz whenever Step 4 is 
performed, and there are exactly I Q I labels in PI U Pz and all labels 
(f(q), x(q)) in Pz satisfies q E Q - Qp . From this result, the statement about 
the number of evaluations of h(t, q, a) follows since at most I Z I evaluations 
of h(t, q, a) are required in Step 4 for each label (t(q), x(q)). Finally we prove 
the last statement. First we show by induction on I Pz / that the label 
(E(a), x(q)) selected in Step 3 satisfies 
.$(Q) = G(q) (= min{@x) j x(x) = q}), 
where Pz is the one when Step 3 is performed. For / Pz I = 0, this is trivially 
true since t(q) = &, and (Vx E Z*) (h(x) 3 5,) hold for any r-pmsdp. Under 
the assumption that this is true for I Pz j < K (then any (t(q), x(q)) E Pz 
obviously satisfies f(q) = G(q)), we prove it for IP21 =h+ 1. For any 
x = ala2 -.’ aj E +Z* with x(x) = q, let i * be the smallest i such that 
X(a,a, ... a,+l) = q A (t(q), x(q)) E PI (obviously 0 < i* < j). Let 
x* = ala2 ... al* and q* = x(x*). Then we have 
&A < h(t(q*), q*, ai*+l) (see Step 3) 
< h(h@*), q*, a,:+J (by assumption) 
= h(x*aiemil) < h(x) (since I7 is an r-pmsdp). 
This completes the induction steps. Now let (t(q), x(q)) be selected in Step 3 
and 4 E QF hold. Then it is possible to prove in a similar manner that 
h(x) > [(a) holds for any x EF(I~) since q = X(X) satisfies (t(q), x(q)) E PI . 
Thus, x(q) E O(n) follows since h(r(q)) = f(q) holds from the way of con- 
struction of each label. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 10.4. For any r-pmsdp I7 = (M(Q, Z’, q,, , A, QF), h, .$) with 
F(17) # 4, there exists an optimal policy x with its length at most / Q 1 - I QF 1 . 
Proof. Obvious since I x(q)1 of label (t(q), x(q)) increases at most by 
one when Step 4 is performed. Q.E.D. 
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11. DECISION PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH r-lmsdp, r-smsdp AND r-pmsdp 
This section discusses various decision problems associated with r-lmsdp, 
r-smsdp and r-pmsdp. Some of them will be shown to be undecidable (i.e., 
there exist no algorithms to solve them), by reducing them to the well 
known undecidable problem: The halting problem of a Turing machine. 
THEOREM 11.1. There exists no algorithm to decide whether 
(1) an arbitrarily given recursive set UC Z* belongs to Qr!r-smsd,, , 
fir-pmsdp and &lm8dp respectively, 
(2) an arbitrarily given r-ddp Y is w-representable by an r-smsdp, by an 
r-pmsdp and by an r-lmsdp, respectively, 
(3) an arbitrarzly given r-ddp Y is s-representable by an r-smsdp and by 
an r-pmsdp, respectively, 
(4) arbitrarily given r-smsdp, r-pmsdp and r-lmsdp l7, respectively, 
w-represent an arbitrarily given r-ddp Y, 
(5) arbitrarily given r-smsdp and r-pmsdp l7, respectively, s-represent 
an arbitrarily given r-ddp Y, 
(6) arbitrarily given two r-smsdp’s (or r-pmsdp’s) l7, and II, are 
s-equivalent, 
(7) there exist an r-smsdp, an r-pmsdp and an r-hnsdp 17z which are, 
respectively, w-equivalent to an arbitrarily given r-msdp l7, , 
(8) there exist an r-smsdp and an r-pmsdp which are respectively 
s-equivalent to an arbitrarily given r-msdp l7r , 
(9) there exists an r-smsdp Ilz which is s-equivalent to an arbitrarily 
given r-pmsdp II, , or 
(10) there exists an r-pmsdp l& which is s-equivalent to an arbitrarily 
given r-smsdp l& . 
Proof. Let B denote the set of Turing machines. For ar E E, let S, denote 
the number of steps required until Turing machine a! halts. If 1~ never halts, 
S, is defined to be CO. Define a recursive function u,: Z-+ Z by 
u, is a recursive function since ~~(6) can be determined for any 1 E Z by 
the following algorithm: (i) if 5 < 0, let u*(e) = 4, (ii) if 6 > 0, let LY operate 
,$ steps. If a: halts in S, steps such that S, < 5, let u,(f) = S,; otherwise 
u,( 5) = 6. Fuflhermore, u, satisfies (V& , & E 2) (h < & =j x&5) G @ES& 
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(1). Let U, = {&c lj > u,(i) A i 2 O}. U, is obviously a recursive set 
since u, is a recursive function, By definition, we have 
u, = I{ d Jc i < S, A j > i} U {aWc 1 i > S, A j 2 S,} .! 1 if sa < 00, 
l{&c ( j > i A i 3 0} if s, = co. 
(13) 
It is easily proved that U, is regular if and only if S, < co. Thus, 
UN E &sms&&,ms~p) if and only if OL eventually halts by Theorems 7.2 
and 9.1. However, it is undecidable whether an arbitrarily given Turing 
machine 01 eventually halts or not (the halting problem of a Turing machine; 
see for example [8, 161). This proves (1) for an r-smsdp and an r-pmsdp. 
Next let U,’ = {a% j u&i) = i A i > 0). U,’ is also a recursive set and 
satisfies 
u, = {a% IO did S,} if S, < co, 
o! I {dc 1 i > O} 
Thus, U,’ is a finite set if and only if 
if and only if (II eventually halts, by 
r-lmsdp. 
if s, = co. 
S, < co, implying that U,’ E Qr-lmsdp 
Theorem 5.1. This proves (1) for an 
(2) and (3). Let Y, = (C, S,fJ be an r-ddp defined for 01 E E by 
and 
z = (4 4 4, S = (a% 1 i > 0, j 2 0} 
if j Z @), 
otherwise. 
Obviously, 0( Y,) = U, where U, was defined by (13). Now assume S, < co 
and consider an r-smsdp (r-pmsdp) U, = (M,(Q, Z, q,, , A, Qr), h, 4,) defined 
bY 
Q = ho, ql ,..., G,, ro, rl ,..., r~,-~ , e, 4, 
22 = (4 h 4, QF = {e>, 
a 9 4 = qj where j=min[i+ l,S,] for i = 0, l,..., S, , 
4% > 4 = rj where j=max[i- l,O] for i = 0, l,..., S, , 
h(Yi ) b) = rj where j = max[i - 1, 01, for i = 0, I,..., S, - 1, 
A(qi , c) = X(r, , c) = e for i = 0, l,..., S, and j=O,l,..., S,-1, 
A(t, k) = d for all other combinations of t EQ, K E Z. 
45 qi , 4 = i + 5 for i = 0, I,..., S, , 
h(S, yi , c) = i + 6 for i = 0, I,..., S, - 1, 
46, 6 4 = E for all other combinations of t E Q, k E Z, 
to = 0. 
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It follows that 
F(MJ = {x 1 X(x) = e} = {UWC 1 i > 0,j > 0) 
and 
h(aWc) = max[min[i, S,l - j, 0] =f&aWc). 
Thus, Y, is s-representable (and hence, w-representable) by an r-smsdp 
(r-pmsdp) if S, < co. On the other hand, U, $ Gr-sms&&,ms~g) if S, = 03 
as proved in (1). Thus Y, is neither s-representable nor w-representable by an 
r-smsdp (r-pmsdp) if S, = co. This proves (2) and (3) for an r-smsdp and 
and r-pmsdp. To prove (2) for an r-lmsdp, let Y,’ = (Z, S,fJ be an r-ddp 
defined by 
z = (4 4, S = {a% 1 i 3 01, 
Then it holds that 
{sic I 0 < i < S,} 
o(ym’) = I{& ( i > O} 
if S, < Co 
if s, = co. 
Thus, 0( Y,‘) (= U, ’ in the proof of (1) above) is finite and Y,’ is w-represent- 
able by an r-lmsdp (see Theorem 5.1) if and only if S, < cc. 
(4) and (5). Let I7=(M(Q, Z, q,,, A, QF), h, &) be an r-smsdp (r-pmsdp) 
defined by Q = ho , aI, z = ia>, Nqo , 4 = q1 , h(ql , 4 = q1 , QZF = Q, 
[,, = 0 and A([, q,, , a) = 6 + 1, A((, q1 , a) = 5. Obviously, I?(C) = 0 and 
h(ui) = 1 for i > 1. Thus, O(I7) = {c}. Next let Y, = (Z, S, fJ be an r-ddp 
given by 2 = {a}, S = {& 1 i 2 01, 
f(d) = y 
! 
i = 0 V (urn(i) > i A i > 0) (i.e., i = 0 V i > S,), 
u,(i) = i A i > 0 (i.e., 0 < i ,( SE). 
Thus, I7 s(w)-represents Y, if and only if S, = co. This proves (4) and (5) 
for an r-smsdp and an r-pmsdp. To prove (4) for an r-lmsdp, let 
17’ = (M’, h, &) be an r-lmsdp, where M’ is obtained from M of the above 17 
by letting Q, = {q,,}. Then O(W) = F(W) = F(M’) = {c}. Thus, II’ w-repre- 
sents Y, if and only if S, = 00. 
(6). Let a recursive function v,: Z-+2 be defined for each a: E E as follows: 
if 
‘~(I)=I:t: if 
f46) = 5&e., 6 < s,), 
~(0 < E&e., 5 > 8,). 
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Let 1?, = (Mr , h, , &,r) and I& = (MO , h, , &,,J be r-smsdp’s (r-pmsdp’s) 
such that Ml = M, = (Q, 2, Q,, , A, QF) where Q = {Q,,}, Z = {a>, 
Go J 4 = 40 > QF = Q, to1 = tou = 0, and W, q. , 4 = E + 1, 
h,([, q. , CZ) = v,(f). By definition of o, , U1 and JIU are s-equivalent if and 
only if S, = co. 
(7) and (8). We show that there exist r-msdp’s s-representing Y, 
and Y,’ defined in the proof of (2) and (3). Then the results shown in (2) and 
(3) immediately prove (7) and (8). Let n, = (M, h, , to) be an r-msdp 
defined as follows: M = (Q, Z:, q. , A, QF) where Q = {q. , q1 , q2 , q3), 
2 = (a, b, c}, A is given by 
A: Qv a b c 
!70 
41 
42 
q3 
40 
cl3 
cl3 
cl3 
Ql 
41 
q3 
43 
42 
cl2 
q3 
q3 
(each entry shows X(q, d) corresponding to q EQ, do Z), and QF = {q2); 
to = 0 and h, is given by 
h,: Qy a b C 
40 c+1 m=+,(t) - 1, 01 u&3 
41 max[[ - 1, 0] 5 
P2 : 
!73 E 
(each entry shows h,([, q, d) corresponding to 5 E 2, q EQ, d E Z). It is 
straightforward to prove that this I& is an r-msdp and s-represents Y, . 
Next let l7,’ = (M, h, , 5,) be an r-msdp defined as follows: 
M = (8, z:, qo , A, QF), 
where Q = {q,, , q1 , q2), Z = {a, c}, h is given by 
A: Qv a c 
40 Qo 41 
41 42 q2 
cl2 cl2 q2 
(14) 
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and QF = {ql); 5, = 0 and A, is given by h&T, q. ,a> = I + 1, h,( t, q. , c) = 0 
if u~(.$ = t, 1 if u,(t) < [, and h,(k, q, d) = 5 for all other combinations of 
q E Q and d E 2. This 1T,’ obviously s-represents Y,‘. 
(9). For a! E 8, let nb, = (M, h, , to) be an r-pmsdp defined by 
M = (Q, Z, q. , A, QF), where Q = {q. , q1 , q2}, 2 = {a, c}, h is the same as 
that given by (14) and Q, = {ql} ( i.e., F(M) = {a% 1 i > O}); to = 0 and J2, 
is given by 
where (X) denotes the smallest integer not smaller than X. Iz, is illustrated 
in Fig. 11. h, is a recursive function since 5 < S, o u,(E) = I, and 
2<ros~(fVS~)> for 4 > S, is a recursive function if S, is known. Now if S, = 00, 
fla is also an r-smsdp as easily confirmed. However, if S, < co, there exists 
Sat5 
sat4 
sat3 
sat2 
sat1 
%A 
I I 
I I I 
Sat16 
sat4 
sat2 
sat1 
$a 
FIG. 11. Illustration of h, used in the proof of Theorem 11.1(9). 
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no r-smsdp s-equivalent to 17, . This is proved as follows. Let Y = (2, S, f) 
be an r-ddp s-represented by I&. Assume S, < co. Then for any ai, ai, 
i # j, neither ai a, aj nor ai gy ai holds because &(aja%) = &(a”a”c) 
holds for a sufficiently large k as obvious from the definition of h, . This 
implies that there exists no T E &(Z*) such that each Cj E Z*/T is strictly 
monotone with respect to Y (see Proposition 7.9). Thus, no r-smsdp s-repre- 
sents Y by Theorem 7.10. Consequently, there exists an r-smsdp s-equivalent 
to fl, if and only if S, = CO. 
(10). Let& = (44, h,, &) b e an r-msdp defined by M = (Q, C, qo, A, QF), 
where Q = {q,, , q1 , q2 , q3}, Z = (a, c}, h is given by 
40 
Ql 
42 
!l3 
Pl 
PO 
P3 
43 
42 
43 
P3 
q3 
and QF = {q. , q2} (i.e., F(M) = {azic 1 i > O> u {api 1 i > 0)); &, = 0 and 
h, is given as follows: 
h,(E, q1 , 4 = W, (q2 , q3), ia, 4) = 5. 
Obviously h, is a recursive function and, furthermore, satisfies 
since (4, q. , c) EL,* (for the definition of Ln, , see Section 2) if and only if 
t = 2i for some i 3 0. Thus, 17, is an r-smsdp. Next note that I;r, is also an 
r-pmsdp if S, = co as obvious from the definition of h, . On the other hand, 
if S, < co, there exists no r-pmsdp s-equivalent to 17 since Ii=(x) > &(xy) 
holds for x = u2i, 2i > S, , and y = c (see Corollary 9.7(3)). Thus, there 
exists an r-pmsdp s-equivalent to I&, if and only if S, = 03. Q.E.D. 
The next theorem lists solvable decision problems related to r-smsdp, 
r-pmsdp and r-lmsdp. 
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THEOREM 11.2. There exist algorithms 
(1) to decide whether an arbitrarily given r-ddp Y is s-representable by an 
r-lmsdp and to obtain such r-lmsdp in case it exists, 
(2) to decide whether an arbitrarily given r-lmsdp II s-represents an 
arbitrarily given r-ddp Y, 
(3) to decide whether arbitrarily given two r-smsdp’s (r-pmsdp’s or 
r-lmsdp’s) 171 and 172 are w-equivalent, 
(4) to decide whether arbitrarily given two r-lmsdp’s II, and 17, are 
s-equivalent, 
(5) to decide whether there exists an r-lmsdp II, which is s-equivalent to 
an arbitrarily given r-msdp II, and to obtain such r-lmsdp in case it exists, and 
(6) to decide whether there exists an r-lmsdp II, which is w (or s)-equiv- 
alent to an arbitrarily given r-smsdp (r-pmsdp) III , and to obtain such 
r-lmsdp in case it exists. 
Proof. For each case listed above, we show its solvability by giving the 
outline of an algorithm for solving it. 
(1). For the r-ddp Y = (2, S,f), d eci d e whether S is finite or not (note 
that S is regular by definition and see Proposition 4.2(d)). Y is s-representable 
by an r-lmsdp if and only if S is finite, by Theorem 5.3. If S is finite, 
an r-lmsdp 17 s-representing Y is obtained by following the proof of 
Theorem 5.3. 
(2). (i) For the r-ddp Y = (2: S, f), decide whether S is finite. If S 
is not finite, Y is not s-represented by the r-lmsdp Ar. Otherwise go to (ii). 
(ii) Decide whether S = F(n) holds or not (see Proposition 4.2(c)). If 
S =F(17) go to (iii); otherwise n does not s-represent Y. (iii) If (Vx E S) 
(h(x) =f(x)) holds, 17 s-represents Y; otherwise 17 does not s-represent Y. 
((iii) is a finite computation since S is finite and h, f are partial recursive 
functions whose domains respectively include S.) 
(3). Obtain regular expressions of O(17,) and O(17,) by the algorithms 
given in Sections 6, 8 and 10. 17, and 17, are w-equivalent if and only if 
O(n,) = O(17,) holds (see Proposition 4.2(c)). 
(4). (i) Let n, = (Mi , h, , &), I& = (Mz, h, , &a) be r-lmsdp’s. 
Decide whether F(ni) = F(17,) holds or not. If F(U,) # F(n,), fl, and I& 
are not s-equivalent; otherwise go to (ii). (ii) If and only if 
holds, fl, and 17, are s-equivalent. (Note that F(fl,) and F(Z&) are finite, and 
II, , t;z are recursive functions.) 
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(5). Obtain F&r,). There exists an r-lmsdp IIs s-equivalent to L’, if and 
only if F(17,) is finite. If F(Lr,) is finite, an r-lmsdp l7, s-equivalent to fl, is 
obtained by following the proof of Theorem 5.3. 
(6). The s-equivalence part can be proved in a manner similar to the 
proof of (5) above. The w-equivalence part is proved as follows: Obtain 
O(n,) (see Sections 8 and 10) and decide whether O(&) is finite or not. 
There exists an r-lmsdp Ar, w-equivalent to n1 if and only if O(17,) is finite, 
by Theorem 5.1. If O(Lr,) is finite, an r-lmsdp l7, w-representing l7i is 
obtained by following the proof of Theorem 5.1. Q.E.D. 
The above results are summarized in Table III. The results for r-sdp, 
r-msdp and r-imsdp proved in [18] are also listed for convenience. 
CONCLUSION 
Three subclasses of r-msdp’s were introduced and investigated in detail. 
These subclasses may be called solvable classes of dynamic programming 
since the functional equations of dynamic programming hold for them and 
there exist algorithms to obtain optimal policies. 
For each subclass of r-msdp’s, three types of problems were considered 
and solved: (1) the characterization of sets of optimal policies (w-representa- 
tion theorems), (2) necessary and sufficient conditions for a discrete optimiza- 
tion problem (r-ddp) to be represented by an r-msdp in each of these sub- 
classes (s-representation theorems), and (3) algorithms to obtain optimal 
policies. Other related decision problems were also considered in Section 11 
and the results were summarized in Table III. 
One of the most important problems other than those discussed in Section 
11 may be that of finding an algorithm for the minimization of an r-msdp 
in each subclass (i.e., to find an r-msdp in the specified class which has the 
fewest states among those w (or s)-equivalent to the given r-msdp). It is 
known that such minimization algorithms exist for some classes, but they 
do not exist for others. These results will be reported elsewhere [19]. 
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